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Dissertation Abstract 
'lbe isstE of marital crmrrumication between newlywed couples 
was explored in an experinental design which was intended to teach 
c:anrnunication skills to newlywed couples. 'lbe ptrticip:mts were 
all newlyweds who had been married less then one year. '!here was a 
total of 48 subjects involved in the stuc.\7 (N=48, IF16, k=3). All 
the ptrticip:mts were Olristian and they represented five 
different denaninations in the Portland area. 
F.a.ch couple was rand:>mly assigned to one of three groups: the 
Couples canmunication Program (CCP) treatment group, a Filmstrip 
Series (FSS) treatment group, or a wait list Control group. Each 
parson was tested before the treatment, after the treatment, and 
ten weeks after treatment. 'lbe measures used in the stuc.¥ were the 
Couples Pre-Counseling Inventory (CPI), the Marlowe-Crarme Social 
Desirability Scale (SD), the Spiritual Wellbeing Scale (&m), and 
the Marital Satisfaction Inventory (MSI). 
'lhe data was analyzed in a seqtEntial linear regression using 
pretest scores as a covariate. SiCJlificant.f scores were obtained 
for four of the measures: canmuni.cation Assessment (CA) , Problsn 
Solving canmunication (PSC), C.onventional.ization (ON), and 
Existential Wellbeing (BiB) • A p:>st h:>c Schef fe test on the 
adjusted p:>sttest means re1ealed that the cx:::P method was suparior 
to the FSS method and Control on ON1 Control was suparior to 
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J::x:l'th FSS and CCP on PSC; FSS was superior. to CCP on PSC and '&lB; 
CCP was superior to FSS. on CA. 
It was cxmclu~d that the three hyµ>theses were partially 
oonf ioned. 'lbere were significant differences between the group 
means on four measures but not the other six measures. CCP was a 
partially effective progrC111 in teaching basic <XIIll'Illl11ication skills 
to newlywed oouples. In addition, the effects of CCP appeared to 
, 
be due to the treatment itself and not only to nonspecific factors 
such as attention to the oouple's relationship or group 
interaction in general. 
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Introduction 
Statenent of the Problan 
Al though oost couples wno marry plan to ranain married to 
their si:ouse, statistics indicate that approximately one out ot 
f'!Necy two marriages wl..l.l end in divorre. Divorre rates have grown 
consistently in recent cecades, so that in the year ending 1980 in 
the United States aJ.one an estimated 2.4 million adults and 1.2 
million dlildren were atfected bj divorre (Stuart, 1980). 
It is comm:m for a newlywed couple to experienre high lf'!Ne.Ls 
ot satistaction during the first oonths ot marriage (Bentler & 
Newcxxnb, 19/ 8) • But the literature on marital satistaction and 
nunber ot years married is sotering (Luckey, 19b6). For example, 
Luckey ( 1966) conducted an lllVestigation with 80 married couples 
to f'!Na.U.ate whether a correlation existed between marital 
satistaction and nunber of years married. 'llle subjects had teen 
married fran two to twenty-one years, 'llle marital satisfaction of 
the couples was measured bJ their resp:mses on the Locke Marital 
Adjustment Scale and the Terman Self-rating Happiness in Marriage 
Sea.Le. Ole of the significant cx:mclusions ot the stuqr was that 
the longer the subjects were married the less they saw their 
si:ouses as aoored, grateful, cooperative, friendly, affectionate, 
1 
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considerate and helpful. 'lherefore, one at t.ne major adjustments 
a married couple must ma.Ke is to the mange in their res~ctive 
~rceptions of marital satistaction CNer time. H:Jw wul tbey deal 
with these cnanges? When they discuss t.nese differences wnat wlll 
be the outcome? 
One ot the m::>st conuoon crmplaints among distressed 
married oouples is a lack of meaningful ex>mmunication. In a 
rwiew ot the literature on a:m:munication articles pub:U.sned 
during the ~riod fran 1960 to 1970 Miller, Coralles and Wackman 
(19/!>} observed that "very few references to oonrnunication, its 
function and inq:ortance, can be found in marriage counseling or 
functional marriage texts betore tne mid 1960s." (p. 112) One ot 
the first authors to draw attention to this ceticit was Satir 
(1%4) in Conjoint Family 'lberaw. By the late -1960s it could be 
asserted that increased recognition was being given to the te.Lief 
that a positive relationship existed between marital adjustment 
and a oouple' s cai;:acity to communicate. canrnunication, therefore, 
may be a crucial el.anent in maintaining a marriage. 
It has been suggested ~ Bach and Wyden (1969) that newlyweds 
usually blame themselves or their mate for c:ommunication failures. 
"They rarely realize that intimate canmuni.cation is an art that 
re:juires oonsicerable imagination and creativity." (p. 118) 
Indeed, the task is torrnida.ble because intimate canmuni.cation 
irwol ves a lot m::>re than transnitting and receiving signals. Its 
purpose is to make expl 1ci t everything that p!lrtners expect at 
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eacn other. In effect, the goal iS to create a union that 
achieves the "wen withoµt sacrificing the "you" or the "me. n 
How mudl, and about wnat, cb oouples talk? Fel.Cinan (19b!:>) , 
in nis stucy ot 862 couples tran a.Ll age groups, fol.D1d that the 
average amount ot time sp:mt together in oonversation was about 
one-and-a-half oours a day. '!heir 100st frequently discussed 
topics were their work and current ei.rents (aoout once a day) and 
children and friends (several times a week). Sp:>rts, religion, 
and sex were talked about several times a toonth. Curiously, roost 
husbands claimed that these oorn7ersations were about topics such 
as hananaking and religion that were of 100re interest to their 
wives than to thanselves, and most wives thou9;lt that 100re time 
was spent in talking about topics that interested the husband, 
such as news and sports. 
'lhe presenting problans ot 641 marriages coming for marital 
counseling were factor-analyzed by Krupinskii, Marshall, and Yule 
(19/0) to produce 6 factors corrooorated by a mocti.f ied link.age 
analysis. 'lhe tindings rei.realed that an average ot 5 .9 prOblans 
was presented for each marriage in tlle sample, t.~e m:>st OC!!'.m:m 
oomplaints being "lack ot oommunication" (41. percent) and 
nquarreling" (33 percent). 'lhe use ot oommunication ski.Lls 
training was examined in a longitudinal stucy conducted by 
Markman (1981) • Twenty-six couples were given training in 
communication skills and then foll<:Med-up tive years later. It 
was tound that the 100re positively pranarital couples had rated 
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their ex>nununication, the m:>re satiSf ied they were :tive years 
later. 'lhis was ronsistent with the social learning model ot 
marriage ~thesis that ex>rnnn.mication de:ticits prea=de the 
deve.J..opnent ot marital distress. 
Goodrich and Ryder (19b8) have Ob.Served that i;:atterns or 
habits tend to berome :tixed early in a marriage. Newlywed rouples 
who are attempting to adjust to their life together often :tind 
thensel ves exhibiting self-de:teating oehaviors. Unless there is 
intervention bj a therapist or an educational tormat designed to 
enhance the ex>uple' s aNareness of the prOblen, the i;:attern may 
beex>me locked-in pennanently. 
Fifty rouples i;:articii;:ated in an experiment ex>nducted ~ 
Raush, GJodric:'h, and carnIX>eJ.l (19b3). 'lhe purpose af the study 
was to examine the WCJ!:l in whic:'h rouples adapted to the first year 
of· their married life together. '!he rouples were categorized as 
exhibiting either an nopen" or "closed" marital style. .An "open" 
structure is one in which a great many of the solutions to 
prOblens in marriage are not predetermined ~ the society in which 
the rouples lives, and are lett open to the rouple; examples 
include exactly where the sex role toundaries shall lie, and wnat 
their relationships with their own families Shall be. '!he 
"closed" structure is more traditional and preceaent-bound in 
nature, and roping imolves an adaptation to what is and the 
primacy ronflicts and resolutions are intrapersonal. '!he central 
deve.J..opnental issue to be worked out OJ the newlywed ex>uple is 
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what Erik Erikson ~1951) has labeled "intimacy." Raush et al. 
(1963) concluded that the op:m style was more successful in tenns 
of nelping the oouples to aaapt. to the tasks o:t married life but 
that the op:m style also placed a neavier bllrc:ten upon tne 
effectiveness ot inteq:ersonal oomrnunication between the marital 
p;trtners than was true in a closed style. 
In another stuc'.¥ cy Sternberg and Beier (1977) , it was 
c...... 
discovered that p;ttterns ot c:x:>nflict among newlywed oouples mange 
0t1er time. 
Initially, the husbands' three most significant topics ot 
oonflict were ooncerned with politics tirst, religion seoond and 
money tnird, while a year later these same men rated tneir most 
significant topics ot oonflict as money tirst, politics seoond, 
and sex third. With the wives the initial order was triends 
first, politics seoond, and money tnird. A year later, howe'v'er, 
it naa become money first, follCMed .ty friends seoond and sex 
third. 
'!be need for e:tfective cmununication has been noted ~ 
therapists and c:x:>unselors. Larsen (1982) , in re'\1'1ewin9 articles 
listing problenatic verbal cx:rnnumication i:atterns, referred to a 
range ot negative oomrnunication styles that marriage tnerapists 
may enoounter. '!be behaviors were: excessive questioning, 
interruption, topic oontent shifting, oontent avoidance, excessive 
agreeing, and poor referent si;;ecitication. Conversely, Larsen has 
arguea for therapist intervention which teaches oouples to 
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Marital Cqnmitment 
'Ibis term refers t.o a marriage p:lrtner' s willingness to 
remain in the relationship. It includes awareness ot one's CMn 
commitment and may lllclude the :p=rception of the tBrtner' s 
willingness to remain in the relationship. 
Cgnmunication 
'Ibis term refers to the process ~ which information is 
exchanged between a nusband and wife through a verbal system, in 
contrast to a nonverbal system. It is recognized that nonverbal 
nodes ot communication are irrq;x:>rtant, but these will not be a 
focus ot attention in this study. 
Sl>i ritpa 1 Wel !being 
'lhe term spiritual. wellbeing refers to lx>th one's horizontal 
relationship with other :p=rsons and one's vertical relationship 
with God. It is the state o:t: being haPP.f, healt.ny, or pros:p=rous, 
o:p=rationalized in terms of subjective appraisals ~ the 
individual. 
Revietz of the Literature 
Cgnmunication 'lbeocy and Researdl 
Among the many current theories o:t: interq:ersonal 
communication the one ioost germane to this study iS that at McLeod 
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and Chaffee (1973) • !heir m:>del is referred to as a coorientation 
approach to interpersonal communication. !he key ass1.JI1ption 
underlying t:his approadl is that a person's behavior is not based 
simply u:p:m his private oognitive oonstruction ot the world; it is 
also a ttmction o:t his pera:?pt.ion of the orientations held cy 
others around him and or his orientation to then. A further 
assumption is that, under a:?rtain oonditions of interaction, the 
actual oogn1tions and pera:?pt.ions o:t others will also affect his 
behavior. Finally it is :p:>ssible to assume that the snall social 
system (such as husband and wife) functions i;:artly as a unit, on 
the basis o:t interoognitive relations within it, without the 
individual members necessarily being aware at these factors. 
C.OOrientation theory can be sunrnarized in tour basic 
pro:p:>si tions: 
(1) Since oomrnunication usually involves an exchange at 
information between persons, it is desirable to adopt an 
interpersonal unit at analysis and to recona:?ptua.J.ize variables 
into interpersonal constructs. 
(2) The idea at exchange inq;llies studying changes ll1 the 
cognitive states ot persons e»er time. 
(3) The idea Of communication as a process or exchange 
r6:;Iuires the oonceptualization and measuranent Of sequences o:t 
messages and acts independent fran the oogn1tions o:t t:.he i;ersons 
interacting. 
( 4) The exchange o:t inf orrnation r6:;Iuires that the interacting 
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persons be capable ot simultaneous orientation to an object or set 
of ooj ects that serve ~ the focus of oommunication. 
Coolmlll'lication oonflict is a theoretical approach set forth by 
Harary and Batell ( 1981) • Basic oonflict is characterized in 
acoordance with the ideas ot OFIX>Sition and inoompatibility. 
I:¥sfunctional cxxnmuni.cation is explained in terms of directional 
oonflict, oontent oonflict, and mixed oonflict. Acoording to 
Harary and Batell oouples who have t.rouble oommunicating with one 
another are seen to be exhibiting mued cxmflict in most cases. 
In a study oonducted ~ Bienvenu (1970) 172 married oouples 
were actninistered the Marital c.anmuni.cation Inventory (MCI). IJb 
determine the nature of the oommmication differences between 
couples with good corranunication and those with tx>Or cx:rnnumication, 
a quartile comparison was ma.de. '!be dli-s:;1uare test was used in 
an iten analysis to determine those itens shCMing a significant 
difference ( .001) between the upper and lCMer quartiles Of the 
inventory. It was found that 40 out of the 48 itens in the 
inventory were found to be significant ~ discriminating between 
the upper and lCMer quartiles. Elements differentiating between 
good and poor oomnunication in couples were: 1) the handling of 
anger and Of differences, 2) tone af voice, 3) understanding, 4) 
good listening habits, and 5) self-disclosure. Factors 
contributing to poor cnnnunication were: l) nagging, 2) 
conversational discourtesies, and 3) una:mmunicativeness. 
In a similar study oonducted ~ Mont~ery (1981) it was 
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'lhe issue of husband-wife CXlllit1l.lnication was explored in an 
investigation cxmducted t?r' Petersen (1969) • 'lhe sample was 
ex>mprised of 116 married university students. 'lhe instrllllent used 
to measure marital cx:xnmunication was the Hobart-Klausner Scale, a 
Likert scale based upon two asi;:ects of oommunication: empathetic 
cnmm.mication and barriers to cx:m:munication. 'lhe results ·shCMed 
that the kinds of problans most significantly re.lated to 
cx:rnmunication were those probl.ans cxmoerning interi;:ersonal 
relations between family menbers, husband-wife relations and 
child-rearing. Morewer, those families with high CXIDIIILlili.cation 
soores were less likely to have problans than low cx:rnnum.ication 
families. 
Bolte (1970) has addressed himself to the issue of 
cx:inmunication training for oouples in theraP.f. He illustrated 
Gottman's (1982) theory of oommunication t?r' referring to a cxmuron 
exchange between a husband and wife. 'lhe wife who asks her 
husband, "Would you like to take me to dinner?" is probably 
~uiring into the nature of her relationship with her husband. 
'lhe husband involved in this exchange has three p:>ssible resp:>nses 
he can make to his wife's relationship question: confirmation, 
rejection, or disoonfi:cmation. Confirmation: the husband can 
accept (conf imi) his wife's definition of self t?r' making sane 
resp:>nse that will validate her feelings. Rejection: his 
rejection presupp:>ses at least limited recognition of what is 
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being rejected and, therefore, c.X>es not necessarily negate the 
wife's view of herself. Disoonfimiation: he may fail to rea:>gnize 
his wife's question. In effect, he says, "You cX> not exist.• 
Hinkle and Moore (1971) conducted an experiment which 
reflected their p:eventive approadl to marital cx:anrnunication 
dysfunction. Acoording to Hinkle and Moore, if oouples can 
develop skills in oommunication, both through words and behavior 
in their relationship with one another, "many problans would not 
develop and a llX>re satisfying la.re relation.ship would exist." (p. 
153) The work.shop thE¥ designed consists of six, two-hour 
sessions and one, two and one-half h:>ur session. ~e structured 
leaming experience includes instruction on a COJllitl.ll'lication IOOdel, 
the need for intimacy and individuality, and constructive 
fighting. 
In a stul1f designed to examine the language i;atterns of 
trainees in a canmunication sllils program, Crowley and Ive;J 
(1976) attempted to si;ecify, through fact.or analysis, the 
dimensions of effective cumnunication and to conf im the 
credibility of the identified behavioral cnnponents through 
analysis of variance. ~e key finding was that direct, nutual 
caranunication was most easily identified in trainees who enpl~ed 
self and/or i;artner ref ere.noes in the context of words connoting 
emotional affect. ftt>re facilitative cxxnmmication could be 
distinguished f ran less effective oommunication ~ the presence of 
appropriately referred emotional expressiveness. 
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In an investigation into the relationship between social 
class and style Of marital communication, Hawkins and Weisberg, 
(1977) focused on four interactional styles: conventional, 
cxmtrolling, SI;:eCulative, and contractful. Conventional and 
control styles are closed in that they minimize the ilq;x>rtance of 
others' experience. ~culative and contractful si;:eedles are oi;en 
in that they corwey interest in, respect for, and validation of 
the experiences of the other i;erson. Hawkins and Weisberg 
hy};x)thesized that higher social classes would be expected to 
demonstrate m::>re contractf ul and si;eculative style, while 
displaying less corwentional and controlling style. It was 
concluded that couples of higher social class inputed more 
contractful style into b:>th the husband's and the wife's 
communication behavior; likewise higher status oouples saw lx>th 
SJ:X>uses as less controlling and the wives as less corwentional.. 
Another stuctr ~ Kahn (1970) concluded that i;ositive 
cx:mmunication patterns are seen to be major resources in marriages 
across generations. ~e significance of the effect of passing 
years in a marriage has been addressed ~ Rollins and Feldnan 
(1970). In their stuctr of marital sqtisfaction Oller the family 
life cycle they revi&1ed twelve articles dealing with the subject. 
~e studies were consistent in shewing a decline in marital 
satisfaction Oller the first ten years of marriage. In this 
situation, any stuctr conducted with married subjects in the first 
year of their married life would reveal higher levels of marital 
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the experimental cx:>uples reported a significant increase in 
marital adjustment. ~e experimental cx:>uples were also rated as 
exhibiting significantiy m:>re positive oommunication i:atterns than 
the control cx:>uples. 
canrnunication training, interaction insight training, and no 
treatment were a::.impued for changes in marital verbal interaction 
and spouses' ratings of each other on the Barrett-Lennard 
Relationship Inventory (Epstein & Jackson, 197 8) • Fifteen cx:>uples 
were rand:xnly assigned to the three groups. '!be pretest-posttest 
interval for waiting list cx:>ntrols was e;iual to that for the 
treatment groups. canrnun.tcation training produced a significant 
increase in assertive re:;iuests, cnni:ared to insight treatment and 
no treatment. canrnunication training produced a greater decrease 
in attacks and a greater increase in sp:>use-rated enpathy than the 
control oondition, but these factors did not differ significantly 
when a::.imi:ared between the groups. Generally, camnunication 
training led to :roore extensive dlanges in spouses' verbal behavior 
and ~rceptions of marital camnunication than insight training. 
Farris and Avery (1980) set out to assess the effectiveness 
of a weekend problen-solving skills training program for marital 
couples. Couples were assigned to an experimental group and a 
control group. '!be experimental group couples received twelve 
hours of pr:oblen-solving skills training during one weekend while 
the cxmtrol group received no training. Results indicated that 
the experimental group, as axni:ared to the amtrol group, 
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significantly increased in problen-solving ability and in general 
c:amnunication skill. 
I.ester and Beckham (1980) have noted that distressed ex>uples 
cxrning for theraP.{ often are exhibiting dysfunctional 
canrnunication behaviors. Among the mst cxrnm:m ex>unterproductive 
actions observed in theraP.{ were : l) interrupting, 2) deciding 
who is at fault, 3) getting sidetracked, and 4) ma.king :EXMer moves 
and 5) making ultimatllllS. Conversely, behaviors which facilitate 
effective <X>mltll.lnication in marriage were: 1) making eye ex>ntact 
with your sp:>Use, 2) making "I" statements, 3) reflective 
listening, and 4) giving praise. 
Another stuc\1 t!i' Gilford and Bengston (1979) concluded that 
p:>sitive communication pitterns are seen to be major resources in 
marriages across generations. 'lberefore it is not surprising that 
cxrnrnunication changes were the ex>ntent of 7 of the 11 therapeutic 
goals most c:omnv:>nly sought cy marriage and family therapists 
(Sprenkle & Fisher, 1980) • 
In sumnary the researdl on CX11111Ulication theory has revealed 
that effective interpersonal cx:munun.ication includes: 1) 
appropriate handling of anger, 2) self-disclosure, 3) openness, 
and 4) transmission of clear and direct messages (Montc,:µnery, 
19811 Bienvenu, 197 0) • 'lbe efforts of researdlers to teadl 
specific CXlllll11unication skills to couples has generally been 
successful (Hinkle & Moore, 19711 Kilmann & Julian, 1978). 
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Eeseardl on C'.anmynication and Marital Satisfaction 
Eeseardl with ex>uples ex>rnrnunication processes has related 
increased ex>mrnunication skill with p:>sitive therai:eutic outcxrne 
{Gurman, 1975). High quality marital relationships have been 
id:mtified in surveys of oontenp:>racy literature as associated 
with good adjustment, adequate ex>rnrnunication, a high level of 
marital happiness, integration, and a high degree of satisfaction 
with the relationship (I£wis & Sp:mier,1979) • 
In order to stuttf the relationship between cx:mnunication and 
marital adjustment , Navran (1967) selected twenty-four oouples 
whose marriages were rated either •ham• or •unhaPP.f• acex>rding 
to the Marital Relationship Inventory and the Primacy 
canmunication Inventocy. 'llleir first tril;x>thesis was that ex>uples 
who make a good marital adjustment are those whose cx:rnmunication 
skills have been expanded to deal effectively with the ;EEoblens 
inherent in marriage. 'llleir seoond hyp:>thesis was that those 
ex>uples who make a p:>or marital adjustment are those woo have 
develoi:ed significantly different cxrnmunication styles and 
tedlniques whidl make for p:>or troblen solving, need frustration, 
and marital friction. 'llle results shCMed marital adjustment to be 
p:>sitively oorrelated with the capacity to cxxnmunicate. In fact, 
ha.wily married ooupl.es differed fran unhawily married oouples in 
that they: 
1) talked more opmly to eadl other, 
2) oonveyed the feeling that they understood what was being 
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said to then, 
3) had a wider range of subjects available to then, 
4) preserved communication channels and kept then open, 
5) shCMed more sensitivity to each other's feelings. 
An index of cxmnunication was cxmstructed cy Karlsson (1951) 
for the purpose of finding out hCM much the spouses knew al:x:>ut 
each other's wishes. !lbe itens making up the index included 
finances, work, playing with children, talking al:x>ut dlildren, 
etc. ~e resp>ndent was asked to indicate his satisfaction with 
the kn<:Mledge of his wishes possesed l:!r' his mate. He was also 
asked to indicate his spouses wishes on each it.en. ~e 
oommunication index was based on the degree SIX>uses were ex>rrect 
in predicting the wishes of their mates. ~e three l'tipotheses 
which were tx>rne out by the stuc¥ were: l) canmunication of role 
expectations is associated with marital satisfaction, 2) 
communication of intentions is associated with marital 
satisfaction, and 3) canmunication of love and r~ct is 
associated with marital satisfaction. 
IDcke (1951) also made use of the ex>mmUnication factor in his 
stuc¥ in prediction of marital success. He used a broad oonoe~ 
of a:inmunication, .including face-to-face association, reduction of 
intimate cxmnunication, sytrplthetic understanding, fre:;iuency of 
kissing, engaging in outside interests together, and talking 
things OY'er together. Basing his analysis on tx>th statistical 
associations and case stuc¥ IDcke was led to ex>nclude that there 
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was a strong positive ex>rrelation between effective axnmunication 
and marital satisfaction. 
A study l::!l1 Beier and Sternberg (1977) was designed to 
investigate certain subtle extraverbal cues and whether these 
related to accord or discord between newlywed oouples. Fifty-one 
couples married fran three to six months i:articipated in the 
project. First each husband and wife independenUy canpleted the 
Beier-Sternberg Discord Questiorma.ire, which is based on topics 
which have been identified as major sources of marital discord. 
F.ach oouple was asked next, "What d::>es it mean to be, or feel 
needed?" '.I'his provided an oaortunity to otserve the CX>uple's 
extraverbal cues. In the final task the couple was asked to make 
up a story which would link together three 'l'benatic ~rception 
Test car&. '!'be results Sllp[X)rted the hyp.>thesis that ratings of 
marital discord are related to subtle interactive cues assllned to 
be otservational measures of personal closeness. Couples who 
reported the least disagreenent sat closer together, looked at 
each other ioore fre:;iuently, and touched each other ioore often. 
'!'be camnunication Skills Workshop (CSV) has been devised l::!l1 
Witkin and Rose (1978) to focus on the learning of general 
<Xlll1tllmication skills and problen solving strategies. '!'be 
effectiveness of this approach was tested with 28 married oouples 
who were given the Marital Adjustment Questiorma.ire and the 
Marital c.amnunication Inventory. F.ach couple i:articii:ated in 
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three e.ral.uations: a pretest, a :r;osttest, and a six-week follow-up 
after the treatment. .Among the behavioral CXJn:p:>nents linked to 
effective cxmnunication were :r;ositive messages ("de:r;x>sitS") and 
negative messages ("withdrawals"). Cbuples in the treatment group 
shewed a significant increase in the n\Jllber of :r;ositive messages 
and a marked decrease in the n\Jllber of negative messages. 
In a recent ex>rrelational design Margolin (197 Sa) examined 
the relationships among three methods for assessing marital 
adjustment: self-re:r;orts of marital satisfaction, s:r;ouse re:r;orts 
of pleasing and displeasing behaviors, and trained observers' 
CX>ding of :r;ositive and negative cxxnmunication behaviors. '!be 
study enployed assessnent metho00l0gies that measured ex>uples' : 
1) daily exchanges of pleasing and displeasing behaviors, 2) 
:r;ositive and negative ex>mmJJnication patterns, and 3) glct:al. 
impressions of marital adjustment. Margolin found that global 
marital satisfaction was :r;ositively correlated (+. 70 at p<.05) 
with f re:;iuenc.y of pleasing behaviors. 
Margolin (1978b), in a subsequent study on cxrnmunication, 
examined the extent to which s:r;ouses were ex>nsistent with one 
another and with an outside observer in their discriminations of 
:r;ositive cx:mmumication res:r;onses. 'llle stucti also explored the 
relationship between cx:mununication :r;ositiveness and global 
perceptions of marital happiness. It was predicted that the data 
for the 27 couples in the stuctl would shew: 1) correlations among 
observers on cweral.l level of :r;ositiveness exhibited ~ eadl 
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oonversational i;articip:i.nt, 2) oorrelations among different 
observational targets ~or each observer, and 3) correlations 
between oommunication p:>sitiveness and werall marital 
satisfaction. 'lbe study revealed three major findings. First, 
sei;arate chservers demonstrated significant cxmgruence in their 
global ratings of marital adjustment , but not in their coding of 
discrete examples of helpful cx:mrru.mication behaviors. Second, all 
observers ~rceived a high degree of reciprocity in the 
husband/wife exchange_ of p:>sitive c:nnmunication behaviors. 
Finally, there was minimal association t:etween camnunication 
behaviors and marital satisfaction. 
An outcome study of behavioral marital theraP.f in cani;arison 
to cx:rnmunication theraP.f was conducted l::?i1 O'Leaty (1981). 'lllirty 
oouples who were judged to be distressed according to the 
Locke-Wallace Marital Adjustment Test were selected for the st~dy. 
Couples were then rancktnl.y assigned to one af the three group;: 
behavioral marital theraP.f, c:xrnrnunicati.on theraP.f, or a wait-list 
oontrol group. ~erapists in the behavioral marital theraP.f group 
helped s{;X>uses construct written behavior dlange agreenents as a 
means of pranpting roore satisfying interchanges. Tedmiques used 
in the communication theraw groups were modeling, feedback, role 
playing, and structured exercises. Results indicated that the 
treated couples demonstrated more dlange than control ooupl.es in 
marital problsns and general cxxnmunication i;atterns, but not in 
feelings toward their s{;X>use or cxxnmunication during conflict 
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resolution discussions. 
'!be communication theory known as channel oonsistency was 
tested with 48 married oouples ~ Noler (1982) • Olannel 
inoonsistency is the discrepancy between the verbal and nonverbal 
cxrntonents of a message. SUbjects were divided into three groups 
on the basis of their soores on the Marital Adjustment Test: high, 
IOOderate, or lCM marital adjustment. 'lbree types of messages 
(positive, neutral, negative) were analyzed in a 3-way analysis of 
variance. It was found that positive messages were used more ~ 
high and moderate marital adjustment subjects and negative 
messages were used more ~ !CM marital adjustment subjects. '!bis 
was oonsistent with other studies relating marital satisfaction to 
effective cxmnunication (Navran, 1967; Kahn, 1970; carter & 
'lbanas, 1973; Gurman & Kniskern, 1981). 
Gottman (1982) reviewed a series of studies assessing the 
types of oonversational pstterns that characterized satisfied 
oouples. It was found that satisfied oouples displayed three 
J;ilases in discussion of a marital issue. First was the agenda 
building J:iiase, the objective of which is to get the issues out as 
they are viewed ~ each psrtner. Seoond is the arguing J;ilase, the 
goal of which is for psrtners to argue energetically for their 
p:>ints of view and for eadl psrtner to understand the areas of 
disagreement between than. '!be final J;ilase is the negotiation 
stage, the goal of which is canpranise. Gattman amcluded that 
the literature revealed three major p:>ints. First, satisfied 
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couples are nore p:>sitive and less negative to one another than 
are dissatisfied couples. Second, the reciprocation of negative 
behavior discriminates dissatisfied fran satisfied couples, with 
oore reciprocity of negative behavior in distressed than in 
non-distressed couples. niird, the interact.ion of dissatisfied 
couples will shON less ;Eredict.ability than will the behavior of 
satisfied couples. 
Honeycutt and Wilson (1982) conducted an experiment on 
cxmnunication and marital satisfaction with 40 married couples. 
1be subjects were aaninistered the Norton canmunicator-Style 
Inventory. 1be data was analyzed in four step;. First, stei;.wise 
regressions were used to ;Eredict. a good OCJDIIlmicator for the 
various subcateg::>ries, which were detetmi.ned ~ sex and degree of 
marital happiness. Second, multiple t tests, wi.th a preset ali;:i:la 
of .os, were used in order to control for whether sane styles 
differed in rep:>rted usage tetween general and marital 
camnun.ication. 1bird, Pearson a>rrelations were used for 
deteIInining intracorrelations within each style ca~ry. Fourth, 
elanentary linkage analysis was cbne for the entire sample, as 
well as a>ntrolling for sex. Jtnong ~thers, a relevant cx:>nclusion 
was happily married sp:>uses displayed a CXJilll.U'li.cation style 
dlaract.erized as friendly, pcecise, impression leaving, and 
expressive. In addition, a spouse who expressed a great deal of 
happiness cxrnpued to others was inclined to indicate a mre 
relaxed, friendly, open, dranatic, and attentive style with his or 
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baseline and at termination describing the rates of reinforcing 
and punishing beha'Viors received ~ eadl sp:>use. 'lhe authors 
rep:>rted that there was a significant increase in rated marital 
satisfaction for lx>th the husbands and wives as a result of 
particitating in the stuc¥. 
1'.loong the factors which ha'Ve been linked to effective 
communication in marriage is self disclosure. A questionnaire 
measuring self-disclosure in marriage was adninistered to 32 
couples in a stuc¥ ~ Levinger and Senn (1967) • . '!be questionnaire 
consisted of three :EBrts. Part I nquested eadl resp:>ndent to 
indicate ha.v fa'Vorable he feels about eadl of nine objects of 
communication. Part II asked eadl resp:>ndent to indicate the 
prop:>rtion of his feelings that he discloses to his sp:>use. Part 
III re:iuested eadl resp:>ndent to rate •how inp:>rtant you think it 
is for husbands and wives to talk with eadl other about eadl of 
the nine cxmnunication topics.• Atoong other findings, there was a 
consistent tendency for mean fa\l'orability to be p:>sitively 
oorrelated with disclosure of one's feelings to his sp:>use. In 
addition, satisfaction was ioore highly correlated with prop:>rtion 
of pleasant than of unpleasant disclosure. Gilbert (1976) has 
advanced the thesis that the relationship between self disclosure 
and satisfaction with regard to marital relationships may be 
curvilinear. 'lhat is, a curvilinear relationship between 
disclosure and satisfaction would suggest that there exists a 
p:>int at whidl increased disclosure actually reduces satisfaction 
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with the relation.ship. 
Ole of the major ex>rnmunic:ation variables which distinguishes 
"heal thy" and "disturbed" families is the establishment of 
canmunic:ation patterns which families aCbp: as a means of dealing 
with oonflict. Satir (1972) has characterized troubled families 
as those who engage in d:mbl.e-level messages, and attributes this 
kind of disclosure to low self-esteem issues. Her oontention is 
that every interaction between two i;eople has a pJWerf ul inpact on 
the resi;:ective worth of each and on what ha~ns l::etween then. 
'lbus, the parent's ability and emotional e:iuipnent to deal with 
oonflict oi;:enly, directly, without loss of esteem to one's partner 
directly influences oommunic:ation i;atterns aCbpted ty children 
which will eventually transfer to their am marital efforts of 
resolving oonf licts. 
In Sl.Jillla.IY, the preponderance of the literature on 
oommunication and marital satiSfaction has shown marital 
satiSfaction to be positively oorrelated with effective marital 
oommunic:ation (I.ocke, 1951; Navran, 1967; O'Leary, 1981). O::>upl.es 
with effective and clear o:nmunic:ation dlaracterize their 
marriages as: 1) friendly, 2) opan, 3) relaxed, and 4) attentive 
(Honeycutt, Wilson & Parker, 1982). 
Film and Viaeo on CDmnynication 
With the developnent in reoent years of soi;ilisticated 
videotai;e machines and reoorders it has becane p>ssible for 
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oounselors and therapists to use these instrt.Jnents to teach 
effective crmmunication skills. O:'le example is the study 
oonducted by van zoost (1973). 'Ibis experiment involved a five 
session a:mmumication skills group program which made extensive 
use of videotai;:e &:iuipnent for prOlliding both feedback and role 
nodels to plrtici:E8Jlts. 'lbe purposes of the program were: 1) to 
aaJuaint plrticiplnts with basic principles of cx:mmunication and 
have them observe these in themselves and in others, and 2) to 
inf onn subjects of ways of handling cxnmunication di.ff iCul ties and 
to have them p::actice them both in the group and in their wecyday 
relationship. Van Zoost ex>ncluded that plrticiplnts increased 
their knowledge about axnmunication significantly, and al.so 
increased the amount of self-disclosure to their plrtners. 'lbe 
subjects' evaluations indicated that the program, esi;:ecially the 
use of videotai;:es and behavioral rehearsal., imp:Olled c:amnunication 
behaviors. 'Ibis is ex>nsistent with other studies anpl.C!fing film 
or videotai;:e as a teaching medit.Jn for iristruction on crmmunication 
in marriage (Alger & Hogan,1967) • 
Higgins, lvf!J and Uhl.emann (1970) used media ther2lP.{ to teach 
CX111I1'11.lrlication skills to a group of 30 married ex>uples. 'lbe 
subjects were rand:Jnl.y divided into three treatment groups: 
Experimental Group 1, Experimental Group 2, or a Control Group. 
Experimental Group 1 received the full training procedure in 
direct, mutual cxrnmunication. A five-minute diagnostic interview 
was video-tai;:ed in which the ex>uple was told to talk with one 
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another aoout their relationship. ~e subjects next cx:mpl.eted a 
prograrraned text in direct, mutual cx:mmunication. Integrated with 
the programmed text were video m:>dels of effective CXlllIDUilication 
between two individuals illustrating the ~cif ic dimensions 
em:ttiasized in textual material. Following the presentation of 
prograrraned material, two supervisors discussed and demonstrated 
via •1ive roodeling" the canmunication skills being taught. ~e 
oouples then engaged in another five-minute interaction in which 
they attanpted to demonstrate the skills they had learned. 
Experimental Group 2 went through a similar procedure to 
Group l with the exceptions that no supervisor was present during 
the presentation of the programmed text and accxmq:e.eying video 
materials and no video feedback was given fran their earlier 
sessions. ~e results indicated that the full treatment group 
showed the m::>st inprcwement in amount of direct, mutual 
canmunication followed by the i;cogrammed group. 
In Sl.lnrllaiy, the literature on the use of film anq/or video as 
a cx:mmunication skill teaching medil.ltl has revealed two significant 
studies. Van Zoost (1973) rep:>rted that subjects who participated 
in a cx:mmunication stuc¥ increased their knowledge about 
communication significantly. Higgins, Ivej, and Uhlenann (1970) 
have rep:>rted similar levels of success with their video IXograrn. 
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interaction. 'lhe latter referred to accuracy in predicting the 
resp:mse of one's i:artner. 'lhe results Sl'lCMed that the 
experimental subjects increased in recall accuracy1 control 
subjects shc:Med no change. Also there was no change in emi:athic 
accuracy for subjects in either group. 
cam:i;bell (1974) conducted an experimental deSign with 60 
married ex>uples exploring the de~ndent measures ot 
self-disclosure and ex>mimll'lication. 'lhe Bienvenu canmunication 
Inventory was used to assess the ex>uples' cx:rnmunication abilities 
and the Miller, Nmmally, waclanan (1983) Self-Disclosure Form was 
Empl<:¥ed to measure self-disclosure. ~rating with a p:>sttest 
design only, camp:>ell rep:>rted that the experimental subjects were 
ioore impr01Ted in self-disclosure than the oontrol group. Also the 
experimental ooupl.es were ioore i.m{%Ol7ea in terms of their ~stemic 
work than the oontrol group. But there were no differences 
betltleen the experimental and oontrol groups in their resp:>nses on 
the marital communication inventory. 
Flening (1976) used a deSign in which there was a pretest 
three weeks prior to the p:-ogram, an inmediate p:-etest, a p:>sttest 
and a three weeks after p:>sttest. 'lhe trained canmw'lication 
raters categorized dialogues in terms of o.rerall self-disclosure, 
feeling statements, work styles, and work i:attern a:xnmunication. 
It was ooncl.uded that the Couples OJnmunication Program did 
effective.Ly teach both self-disclosure skills and the ability to 
accurately m:>nitor the characterisatics ot dyadic cxrnmunicab.on. 
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!!be investigation ~ Larsen (197 4) found Slmilar results. 
Dillon (1975) explored the relationship of oommunication and 
self-esteem and marital satisfaction in a study with 36 married 
couples. 'l.he instnrnents used in the ci:sign inclu&d the Primacy 
canmunication Inventory (PCT), the Tennessee Self-COnoept Scale 
and the Locke Marital Relationship Inventory. 'lhe ci:sign included 
a i;:cetest imnediately before the treatment, a p::>sttest after the 
study and a 10 week foll0t1-up after the treatment. Dillon 
rep::>rted that the results snowed the experimental subjects 
increased in self-esteen and that the change parsisted. In 
addition there was a p::>sitive cx:>rrelation 1::2t:ween the experimental 
subject's change in i:o:: and change in marital satisfaction (.SB). 
Brown (1976) used three conditions to study the effects ot 
oommunication training on traditional sex stere0typas ot husbands 
and wives: the Couples Omnunication Program, a marriage 
enrichment growth group, and a cx:>ntrol group. 'lhe 60 couples in 
the stlXly were adninistered a sex stereotyping measure af self and 
sp::>use based on the Gough Adjective Cllecklist. As a result of the 
experiment the CCP subjects changed toward less stereotyping of 
self and sp::>use; there was no dlange for subjects in the other 
cx:>nditions. In regard to sex differences female subjects in the 
CCP group dlanged in sex stereotype of both self and sp::>use. 
However, ma.le subjects in the CCP group dlanged only in sex 
stereotypa of self but not of their Sp::>use. 
A pretest/posttest c'i:sign utilizing three experimental. 
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conditions was cxmducted cy Glisson (1976). '!he three 
experimental conditions were: 1) cOmmunication training followed 
cy behavioral training, 2) behavioral training followed cy 
canmunication training, and 3) behavioral training only. 'lbe 
results, although p:>sitive tor the first two treatment groups, 
were limited in te.tmS of generalization to other settings _because 
cf a snall sample size. 
An experiment similar to that of Glisson (1976) was Cbne cy 
Witkin (1976). In another p:-etest/posttest design with 54 married 
couples the subjects were adninistered three self-rep:>rt measures: 
!Dcke' s Marital .Adjustment Questionnaire, Bienvenu' s Marital 
Qlnmunication Inventoz:y, and the Areas of Qiange Questionnaire. 
'lbere was also a behavioral neasure of verbal and nonverbal 
~ressions of p:>sitiveness and negativeness. Results indicated 
that there was essentially no change on the self-rep:>rt measures 
except for inrnediate p:>sttest change for both experimental groups 
on the MCI. 
Beaver (1978) studied amjoint and disjunctive treatment in 
canmunication skills with 32 married oouples. 'lbe p:-e/posttest 
design included three experimental oondi.tions: 1) particii;:ation as 
a oouple, 2) each sp::>use alone, and 3) cx:>ntrol. In addition to 
the Marital camnunication Inventory the cx:>uples were also given 
the Barrett-Lennard Relationship Inventoz:y. Am:mg the results was 
the finding that husbands changed sub9tantially only in the 
oonjoint i;:articii;:ation oonditions on b:>th cxxnmunication and 
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relationship measures. But, the wives did not dlange 
substantially in any cx:mdi ti on on either measure. 
Twenty-one distressed married oouples puticipated in a study 
carried out ty Colanan (197 8) • Subjects were rancbnly assignea to 
one of three experimental treatment oonditions: 1) CCP training 
followed t::?r7 sex theraP.f, 2) Sex theraP.f alone, or 3) Sex theraP.f 
and alternate methods o:t oornrnunication training. Instrl.lllents 
included the Sex and Interaction Inventory, the Locke-Wallace 
Marital Adjustment Inventory, the Tennessee Self-Concept SCal.e, 
and the Primary CClnrnunication Inventory. Colenan found that cx::P 
plus sex theraP.f (Group il) treatment oouples' self-esteen and 
marital satisfaction improved significantly. 
'lhe experimental design dlosen ty Davis (1979) was a 
pretest/posttest with a Six week follCM-up. 'lhe subjects were 36 
married oouples who were rancbrnly assigned to one at three 
oonditions: 1) conjoint with spouse present, 2) concurrent with 
spouse not present, and 3) wait list oontrol. 'lhe self-report 
measures included the Accuracy Recall Questionnaire and PoSl.tive 
Mate Perception Soores on the Leary Inte~rsonal. Cllecklist (ICL). 
Behavioral measures included the Interaction Perception Agreenent 
soores and Work Coomlunication soores. Davis ooncluded that the 
OCP experience was highly effective in increasing non-prOblenatic 
married oouples' cnnrnuni.cation skills. ~s was oonsistent with 
other studies similar in design and results (Stafford,1978; 
Thanpson,1978; J:ble,1979) to that of Davis. 
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Joanning (1979) also dlose a pretest/posttest format with a 
four-nonth follCM-up in a stuqy with 33 married oouples. '!he 
inst.rllnents included the Marital canmunication Inventory 
self-report measure, and the Koval and Joanning canrnunicatlon 
Rapid Assessnent Scale (OW)) as a behavioral . measure. Joanning 
ooncluded that the CCP ooupl.es impr0\7ed significantly in 
cxxnmunicati.on quality as measured t?r' aw;. In addition, oouples 
sooring +l or +2 at pretest (good or excellent canrnunication) 
showed little change while oouples sooring 0 or -1 (neutral or 
ix>or a:!nmunication) .ilnp:oved dramatically. Improvement decreased 
sanewhat at follCM-up but was still signif icantl.y better than 
pretest. 
Steller' s (1979) design was also a pretest/posttest with a 
one nonth follCM-up with 14 married oouples. Sel.f-reix>rt and 
behavioral measures were included in the study. '!be Locke-Wallace 
Marital Ajustment Scale and the Bodin Revision of the Jourard 
Self-Disclosure Scale were used to assess self-report variables. 
Behavioral measures were Goal Attaining Scaling and the Index of 
camnunication Skill Usage in six oonstructed dilemma discussions. 
Results were that the CCP oouples rei;:orted improved personal and 
relationship goals and CCP puticipmts reix>rted greater 
achievement of goals at follCM-up than at ix>st-trea'bnent. 
WElllpler (1979) conducted a design using three trea'bnent 
oonditions and a pretest/posttest format with a tour month 
follCM-up. Forty-one well educated middle class oouples served as 
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subjects. 'lhe three cxmditions were: l) standard CCP cxmdition, 
2) marriage enridunent ·and lecture, and 3) no treatment oontrol 
group. Instr1.1nents included the Barrett-Iennard Relationship 
Inventory and a behavioral measure of op;m style oooununication 
fran a five-minute audiotat:e af each oouple discussing a current 
issLE ooded ~ the Hill Interaction Matrix. Findings revealed 
that the two treatment groups bec.ame m::>re i;ositive in their 
attitudes toward their putners than the oontrol subjects. 'lhe 
CCP training also had an 1.mnediate effect on increasing OJ::en style 
cxrnmunication which was sut:erior to the marriage enrid'unent group 
and the oontrol group. RJwever, the increased use of OJ::en style 
cx:mrnunication ~ the CCP group did not t:ersist at follow-up. 
cne of the 100st recent studies (Wilson, 1982) canparect the 
standard CCP format with a rarised religiously na::liatea version of 
the CCP. 'lhe ~adic Adjustment Scale was aaninistered to the 
subjects to measure marital satisfaction and oohesiveness. 
Results indicated no Significant difference between the two 
treatment groups at i;osttest. 
'lb Sl.ltlmaiize the literature on the Minnesota Couples 
CCJnmunication Program it may be said that of the nine studies 
including a self rei;ort measure of CXJtlilUll'li.cation qualicy, only two 
rei;orted i;ositive effects {Dode, 1979; Joa.nning, 1982). In lx>th 
of these studies the i;ositive effects Of CCP on t:eroeived 
oamnunication quality were maintained at follow-up. Seven studies 
found that CCP had an imnediate i;ositive effect on relationship 
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satisfaction, while six found no :p>si tive effects. 
Major p-ool.ens, even in sane at the best studies, included: 
1) relatively small sample size, 2) lack ot ex>mplete rancbn 
assignment of groups, 3) failure to follCM-up tx:>th experimental 
and oontrol groups, 4)) lack of e.riden~ that the.standard CCP 
format was actually carried out, and 5) failure to oontrol for any 
lack of B;Iuivalen~ of CCP and oontrol groups at p-etest. 
Pre.rious research with the CCP has e.raJ.uated marital 
satisfaction as a dependent measure using, among others, IDcke's 
Marital Relationship Inventory, the Locke-Walla~ Marital 
Adjustment Inventory, and the Dyadic Adjustment Scale. 
Q:mmunication as a dependent measure also has been measured in the 
pa.st with the CCP using the Primary canmunication Inventory and 
the Bienvenu Marital CQmnunication Inventory. ~e four 
instrunents used in this stuc.¥ had not been utilized in studies 
with the CCP. Likewise, no studies have used a film or video 
method of teaching canmunication skills, in oomp:s.rison to the CCP. 
Ole of the irost canroon CDnplaints among distressed married 
oouples is a lack of meaningful amnunication (Miller, O>ralles & 
waclanan, 1975; Krupinski, Marshall & Yule, 1970). Furthex:more, 
p:>e>r oommunication has been related to marital dissatisfaction and 
effective marital cxxranunication has been related to high marital 
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satisfaction (Navran, 1967; Mur:Eby & Mendelson, 1973). It is 
desirable for newlywed couples experiencing dysfunctional marital 
canmunication to r~ive theraP.{ or instruction early because 
habits and :tatterns tend to beoone set early in marriage (Rausn, 
Goodrich & cami;tie11, 1963). 'lberefore, a structured learning 
experien~ designed to teach effective CX>InIIUlnication skills to 
married oouples is warranted. 
Pur:wse of the stuq.t 
'!be Couples Omnunication Program (Nunnally, Miller, and 
Wackman, 1975) has been designed to teach cxramunication skills to 
married oouples. 'Ibis method will be oon:tared to another 
cxmununication skills training format: a three-p:lrt filmstrip 
series on Listening Skills (Human Realtions Media, 1983). '!be 
effects ot these two p:ograms on marital satisfaction, cxxnmitment, 
social desirability, and spiritual wellbeing will be examined. 
Jh>'IX>theses 
Itil;Qthesis Cile 
'lbere will be a statistically significant differen~ (p<.05) 
between the CCP experimental group and the FSS experimental group 
on all the dei;endent measures at i;:osttest. 'lbe CCP experimental 
group will soore higher than the FSS experimental group on the 
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follcwing depmdent measures: Spiritual Wellbeing, Religious 
Wellbeing, Existential Wellbeing, General canmit:rnent to the 
Relationship, and CCJnmunication Assessment. 'lhe CCP will soore 
lCMer than the FSS on the follcwing dep:?ndent measures: Socia.I. 
Desirability, Global Dissatisfaction, Affective caranunication, 
Problen Solving caranunica.tion, & Conventionalization. 
IiYP?thesis 'lWo 
'lhere will be a statistically significant difference (p<.05) 
between the CCP experimental group and the oontrol group on all 
the dep:mdent measures at post.test. '!he CCP experimental group 
will soore higher than the Control group on the follcwing 
dep:?ndent measures: Spiritual Wellbeing, Religious Wellbeing, 
~stential Wellbeing, General canmit:ment to the Relationship, and 
canmunica.tion Assessment. 'lhe CCP will soore lcwer than the 
Control group on the follcwing dep:mdent measures: Social 
Desirability, Global Dissatisfaction, Affective Ol1lmunication, 
Problen Solving canmunica.tion, and Conventionalization. 
IiYP?thesis 'lhree 
'!here will be a statistically signif ica.nt difference (p<.05) 
between the FSS experimental group and the oontrol group on all 
dep:?ndent measures at post.test. '!he FSS experimental group will 
soore higher than the Control group on the follcwing dependent 
measures: Spiritual Wellbeing, Religious Wellbeing, Existential 
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Wellbeing, General O::rnrnit:ment to the Relationship, and 
Camnunication Assessnent. 'llle FSS will soore l<:Mer than the 
Q:>ntrol group on the follCMing depmdent measures: SOcial.. 
Desirability, Global Dissatisfaction, Affective c.anmunicatl.on, 




SUbjects selected for this stuqy were volunteers chosen fran 
five Portland, Oregon area churches: Hinson Baptist Church, '!be 
Neighborhood Olurdl, First Assembly of God, Tigard Christian 
Church, and Central Church of Christ. '!be main criterion for 
inclusion in the stuqy was that the ex>uples had been married less 
than one year. A list of ex>uples meeting this criterion was 
provided by each dlurch, and these were ex>ntacted by :r;hone and 
given a general description of the purpose of the stuqy. A total 
of 24 ex>uples indicated interest in the experiment and 
p:lrtici~ted in all the sessions. '!be subjects had been married 
fran 3-11 m::>nths, reported a ex>urtship period of 3-34 months and 
ranged in age f ran 21-42 years. 
Measurin9 !nstrllilents 
Four instn1nents were utilized in the stuqy (see Appendices 
I-IV). Relation.ship factors were assessed by the Marital 
Satisfaction Inventory by Snyder (1983), the Couple's 
40 
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Pre-Counseling Inventory ~ Stuart (1983), the MarlCMe-Crowne 
Social Desirability Scale (1964), and the Spiritual Wellbeing 
Scale ~ Ellison ( 1982) • 
.Acoording to Anastasi (1976) , in order for a test to be 
oonsidered strong enough to be included in basic researdl, it must 
meet the basic ra;iuirenents of any test, namely reliability and 
validity. !lest/retest and Kuder-Ridlardson reliability were used 
in sui;:p:>rt of the four instrt.Jnents. 
'lbe Marital Satisfaction Inventory (MSI) is a 
multi dimensional self-rep:> rt measure that identifies separately 
for eadl sp:>use the nature and extent of marital distress along 
several key dimensions of their relationship. 'lbe husband and 
wife rep:>rt their subjective experience and appraisal of their 
marriage ~ answering true or false to eadl of the itens. ISM 
soores indicate high marital satisfaction and high soores indi~te 
low marital satisfaction. Since the purp:>se of the stu~ was to 
examine the effectiveness of the two CXJmmJnication training 
methods, only four of the subscales were used. For the sake of 
validity and reliability, however, the entire test was 
adninistered. Using Cronbadl's (1951) alpia on a test/retest of 
the three subscales of the MSI, the follCMing was revealed in the 
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To evaluate for :tassible social desirability res:tanse sets in 
the subjects, the Marlowe-CrCMne Social Desirability Scale (SD) 
was acininistered. Research has shc:Mn that newlywed oouples tend to 
view their relationship in the first year of marriage in an 
unrealistically favorable manner (Rhyne 1981; IO.Emer 1970) • 01 
this test, persons who end:>rse socially desirable items and reject 
socially undesirable ones are said to be demonstrating a social 
desirability res:tanse set. ibe test is can:tased of 33 true/false 
questions with 18 keyed in the true direction and 15 keyed in the 
false direction. Reliability was ascertained by Marlowe and 
Crowne for the SD scale by use of the Kuder-Richardson formula 
which yielded a test/retest soore of .as (Marlowe & Crowne, 1964) • 
'lhe area of marital oommitment was also evaluated with the 
Couple's Pre-Counseling Inventory (CPI). Since there are 
currenUy no tests designed to specifically measure oommit:ment ~ 
itself, the subscale entiUed •General Ccrnmit:ment to the 
Relationship" was used in addition to the "Ccmmunication 
Assessment• subscale. '!his test is intended for use in oollecting 
data for the planning and evaluation of relationship-enhancenent 
theraP.{ based u:tan i;rinciples of social learning theory. A 
reliability test with 60 subjects, as described in the CPI manual 
(Stuart, 1983), revealed the follawing: 
Beale 
canmunication Assessnent 
General camnitrnent to 
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.69 .83 
the relationship .3 0 .81 
Since all of the subjects in the stuqy professed to be 
Olristians, it was cx:msidered appropriate to address the issue of 
religious variables. To measure the i;x:>ssible effects of religious 
variables upon anmunication skills and marital satisfaction the 
Spiritual Wellbeing Scale (Stm) by Ellison (1982) was included. 
'!be sra is a 20 item Likert-type scale which is designed to 
measur·e a person's vertical relationship with God and horizontal 
relationship with other persons (Paloutzian & Ellison, 1979) • '!be 
total soore, or sra sex>re, oonsists of the cxxnbined soores on the 
Religious Wellbeing Scale and the Existential Wellbeing Scale. 
Test-retest reliabilities and CX>efficient alfhas for the sra 










Existential Wellbeing .86 • 7 8 
Anastasti (1976) also addresses, the issue of validity of 
tests. Essentially, there are three methods of detemlining 
validity: oontent validity, criterion-related validity, and 
ex>nstruct validity. '!be validity of the four instr\Jnents will now 
be reviewed. 
Snyder and Wills (1981) oonducted an empirical validation of 
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the MSI. Convergent and discriminant validity were established 
for each of these scales. A factor analysis of the MSI revealed 
the existence of four primacy factors which enoani;:ass the el.even 
subscales of the MSI. 
Robinson and Shaver (1973) have referred to the validity of 
the Marlowe-Crame Social Desirability Scale. '!be itans in the 
sr.:ale were JOOdelled so as to achieve a balance of two t:y};:es of 
statements: half culturally acceptable but probably untrue, the 
other half true blt undesirable. Current i:ersonality inventories 
were cx>nsulted to find itans of this t:.YJ::e. whidl had minimal 
al:normal inplications. A set of 50 such itans were selected and 
reduced to 33 by ratings of experienced judges and by item 
analysis with p:!ydlology students. '!be SD scale oorrelated (at 
the p< .OS level) with the K scale of the MMPI at .40, and (at the 
p< .Ol level) with the L scale of the MMPI with a oorrelation of 
.54. 
'!be 9JB was examined in regard to its validity in teons of an 
item analysis. Ellison (1982) rep:>rted that the 9JB had 
oorrelated in predicted direction with other theoretically related 
scales including the UCLA Loneliness Scale. SUbjects who rep:>rted 
high 9JB also rep:>rted low levels of loneliness (Paloutzian & 
Ellison 1979). Criterion-related validity studies are in progress 
and results of these studies will clarify and sutPLenent our 
understanding of the 9JB. 
A review of the literature did not uncover any validity 
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studies on the couple's Pre-Counseling Inventory. A personal 
pione oonversation with the author of the scale, Richard Stuart, 
disclosed the finding that validity studies are currently in 
progress but the resul. ts of these efforts are not available yet 
(R. B. stuart, personal communication, Jan. 1211984) • 
Proc:edure 
2he experiment was oonduct.ed at the facilities of Hinson 
Memorial Baptist Olurch on four oonsecutive Saturday afternoons. 
A camnitment had been secured f ran the subjects to agree to attend 
all the sessions. Qi the first Saturday the subjects were given a 
demograt:hic data sheet (see ~ndix V) to fill out. '!be subjects 
were then rancbnly assigned to one of the three groups: l) CCP 
experimental group, 2) Filmstrip Series group, or 3) wait-list 
oontrol group. 
'!be CCP group was taught~ a graduate of Western 
Conservative Baptist Seninar:y and his wife. '!be Filmstrip Series 
(FSS) group was taught~ a seoond western Seninar:y graduate and 
his wife. '!be sessions were oonduct.ed on different floors of the 
building in order to ensure privacy for the subjects. '!be CCP and 
FSS treatment groups both met on four o:>nsecutive Saturdays. See 
.Appendix VII for the CCP and FSS schedules and formats. 
nte oontrol group was advised that they were a cx1npuison 
group for the duration of the experiment. Although they did not 
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receive aJTi oommunication training during the treatment period 
they were offered the training after the final follOlrl'-up session 
was cxmducted with the two treatment groups. 
'!he experimental design included a pretest/posttest design 
with a 10 week follow-up for all three groups. '!he CCP treatment 
was given per the standardized format as outlined in the 
Cotmie C.ammmication Instructor Manpal and the lx>ok 
Talking ibgether. Appendix VI is the FSS leader's verbal script 
which was read to the FSS group at the beginning of the·first 
session. In each session the FSS treatment group watched the 
30-minute filmstrip on a:mummication and then discussed the 
discussion questions. '!be format f ollCMed ~ the FSS instructor 
is in Appenxix VI. '!be discussion questions are in Appendix VII. 
'!be oouples watched a filmstrip then discussed the experience. 
'Jhe subjects were prcwided with scheduled breaks as outlined in 
the FSS format. '!his procedure was followed until all three 
f ilmstrii;:s had been viewed ~ the oouples, in three sessions, and 
the final session was for overview. 
'lb oontrol for instructor variables lx>th the CCP instructor 
and the FSS instructor were tape rea::>rded. '!he CCP instructor 
tape was reviewed ~ a certified CCP oouple to detect arw 
misrepresentation or distortion in the presentation. '!he CCP 
instructor was judged to be accurately presenting the material. 
'!he FSS instructor read a p:epared script to the oouples and a 
review of the tai;:e revealed that he had adhered to the script. 
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Data Analysis 
'lhe dependent variables in the design were the subjects' 
soores on the four instrlJllents. 'lhe independent variable was the 
treatment a:mdition. Acoording to Kerlinger (1973) a design like 
this can best be analyzed ~ a linear hierardlical regression 
analysis. In the chta analysis the subjects' pretest soores were 
factored as the CX>Variate. 
OiAPI'ER 'lHREE 
Results 
De!nograi;ilic and BackgJ:Ol.llld SUmmacy 
F.adl plrticii:ant filled out a demograi;ilic data sheet before 
the experinent (see Ap?!ndix V). An overall sl.lllitlacy of the 
results for the 48 subjects is now presented. en the education 
question there were 10 subjects (22%) with 12 yea.rs of formal 
education, 4 (9%) with 13 yea.rs, 9 (19%) with 14 yea.rs, 8 {17%) 
with 15 yea.rs, 8 {17%) with 16 years, 5 (10%) with 17 years, 2 
(4%) with 19, and l (2%) with 20 yea.rs. 'lhe subjects rep:>rted a 
mean of 15.75 yea.rs of education with a standard deviation of 2.63 
years and a median of 13 yea.rs. 
'lhe rep:>rted income level revealed 11 (22%) subjects who made 
less than $5,000 per year, 2 (4%) whq made $5,000 to $9,999, 16 
(34%) who made $10,000 to $14,999, 7 (15%) who made $15,000 to 
$19,999, 7 (15%) who made $20,000 to $29,999, 3 (6%) who made 
$30,000 to $49,999, and 2 (4%) who made $50,000 or D¥>re per year. 
Mean income was $16,400 with a standard deviation of $6,432 and a 
median of $15,000. 
48 
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Concerning the marital status of the subjects, 43 (89%) of 
the 48 subjects were currently on their first marriage, 3 (7%) 
were on their secxmd marriage, and 2 (4%) were on their third 
marriage. None of the subjects were legally sei:arated or living 
together as married. 
Five different churdl affiliations were represented ~ the 
subjects. ~ere were 9 (19%) fran the Neighl:x>rhood Churdl, 11 
(23%) fran the Qu:istian <llurch, 15 (32%) fran the Ba?;.ist <llurch, 
8 (16%) fran the Assembly of God Church, and 5 (10%) fran the 
<llur ch of Christ. 
In the matter of frequency of church attendance 4 (8%) 
subjects said they attended between three and twelve times p:!r 
year, 4 (8%) subjects between once p:!r m:>nth and once p:!r week, 9 
(19%) attended weekly, and 31 (65%) attended more than once p:!r 
week. lt>ne of the subjects rep:>rted attending less than one time 
per year, or once or twice per year. ~e IOOdal p:::>int was more 
than once per week. 
All 4 8 of the subjects irof essed to being a <llristian. Of 
that m1nber 5 (10%) resp:::>nded that they respected and atten?;.ed to 
foll~ the moral and ethical teachings of <llrist. ~e other 43 
(90%) subjects rep:>rted that they had received Jesus Cllrist into 
their lives as their p:!rsonal Savior and Lord. 
01 the Likert-tyi:e scale of the imp:>rtance of religion to the 
subjects 2 (4%) individuals indicated a 4, 3 (6%) rep:>rted a 5, 5 
(10%) indicated a 6, and the remaining 38 (80%) subjects sa~d that 
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prarious :EBragrafh. First a p:>sttest soore was entered as a 
dep:mamt variable followed by a pretest soore and _group 
menbership, using dt.Jrrmri variable coding, as the b¥o independent 
variables (see Neter & Wasserman, 197 4) • 'lhis pro~dure was 
followed for all ten variables. See Appendix X for a sl.lllrnaty of 
the .E CXJD:EBrisons at p:>sttest and follow-up. 'lhe results of 
these analyses plus a p:>st me Scheffe test for the significant 
variables will now be presented, (see Tables 3.1 - 3.20). 'lhe 
group means and standard deviations, presented in Appendix XI, 
for· each variable are also included. Group means are syni:lolized 
by an •m" and standard deviations are syni:lolized by an •s". 
~e 3.1 
Effects of Treatment on GCR-IOST 
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Table 3.2 
Effects of Treatment on Gffi-FOL 
Variable % Variance SS DF MS F 
~IRE l.00 6672 l 667 12069.5 
GKUPS o.oo .23 2 .12 2.11 
ERROR o.oo 2.43 44 .06 
*p<.Ol l.00 669.67 47 
The analysis of Q:rnmunication Assessnent showed a significant 
relationship between groups and posttest as can be seen in Table 
3.3. ~e dependent variable was CA-IOST and the indepmdent 
variables were CA-IRE and GKDPS. Ql the CA-:rosT variable the 
unadjusted CCP m= 52.31, s= 5.541 FSS m= 49.88, s= 4.997 Control 
m=: 51.88, s= 3.95. ~e variable group menbership was significant 
(l'= ll.93, df= 2,44 p<.001). ~e Scheffe test was applied to 
cxxni;:are the difference between the mean soores of the three 
groups. ~e Sclleffe analysis indicated that ~ difference 
between ~ two means would have to be as large or larger than 
2.68 to be statistically significant at the .05 level (df=l,44). 
canpuing the CA-IOST adjusted mean soores for the three 
groups revealed the following. ~ OCP adjusted CA-:rosT mean was 
53 .341 the FSS adjusted CA-IOST mean was 49.901 the Control 
adjusted CA-IOST mean was 51 .91. ~e cx:P vs FSS crmi;:arison 
indicated a difference of 3.441 crmi;:aring OCP and Control ~oduced 
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.43; and oomi;:e.ringFSS vs Control sh0«ed a difference af 2.01. 
'lberef ore the CCP vs FS.S dif f erenoes were statistic.ally 
significant but the other two oomi;:e.risons were not. 
Table 3.3 
Effects of Treat:Jnent on m-R>ST 
Variable % Variance SS 
m :ERE .6 7ll.31 
GIUJPS .14 169.4 
ERroR .26 312.27 
*p<.01 1.00 1192.98 
**p<.001 
Table 3.4 
Effects of Treat:Jnent on m-FOL 



























Table 3 .s 
Effects of Treatment on- SD-:EOST 
Variable % Variance SS 
SD :ffiE .84 1364.3 
GlUlffi .oo 7.48 
ERROR .16 260.2 
*p<.01 1.00 1631.98 
Table 3.6 
Effects of Treatment on SD-FOL 































Conventionalization was entered as the next variable to be 
analyzed. CNJ-:EOST was the dependen~ variable and CNJ-PRE and 
GlaJffi were entered as the independent variables. en CNJ-R>ST the 
unadjusted OCP m= 5.25, s= 4.24; FSS m= 8.81, s= 5.16; Control m= 
12.06, s= 4 .28. Results of the analysis indicated that group 
membership was statistic.ally significant U.- 6.35, df-2,44 p<.01). 
Benoe there were treatment effects and thus significant difference 
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between group means. A i;ost hoc Sc:heffe Test revealed that arrt 
difference between two means had to be as large or larger than 
2.09 (df=l,44). 
Table 3.7 
Effects of Treatment on CNV-R>ST 
Variable % Variance SS DF MS F 
CNV PRE .82 ll32.29 l 1132.29 261.34 
GR:XJPS .04 54.99 2 27.5 6.35* 
ERROR. .14 190.64 44 4.33 
'*p<.Ol l.00 1377.91 47 
c.anpuing the oo-roST adjusted mean scores for the three 
groups showed the foll<Ming. 'lhe OCP adjusted CNV-R>ST mean was 
5.24; the FSS adjusted ON-R>ST mean was 8.82; and the Control 
adjusted ON-:EOST mean was 12.07. Olnpiring OCP versus FSS showed 
a difference Of 3 .58; CCP versus Control indicated a difference Of 
6.83; and FSS versus Control revealed a difference of 3.25. 
'lheref ore the OCP versus Control rep>rted the greatest dif f erenoe, 
followed ~ OCP versus FSS and then FSS versus Control. 
Table 3 .8 
Effects of Treatment on·rnv-FOL 
Variable % Variance SS 
<NV PRE .84 1215.31 
GlUJPS .02 24.25 
ERROR .14 201.92 
*p<.01 l.00 1441.48 
Table 3.9 
Effects of Treatment on Gr:s-IDST 
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Table 3.10 
Effects of Treatment on GOO-FOL 
Variable % Variance SS 
GOO FRE .99 3181.22 
GKXJPS .oo 2.15 
ER~ .01 42.63 
*p<.01 1.00 3226 
Table 3.11 
Effects of Treatment on AFC-roST 
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Table 3.12 
Effects of Trea.tment on AFC-FOL 
Variable % Variance SS DF MS F 
AFC PRE .96 951.82 1 951.82 1028.43 
GlOJPS .oo .7 2 .35 .38 
ERROR .04 40.72 44 .93 
*p<.01 1.00 993.25 47 
A significant .f was p:oduced when the PSC-IO&"l' was entered as 
the dependent variable and PSC-PRE and GRCIJPS as the independent 
variables as can been seen in Table 3 .13. Ql PSC-IOST the CCP 
unadjusted m= 11.69, s= 7 .571 FSS m= 10.06, s= 4.281 Control m= 
3.50, s= 2.01. In this case group msnbership was significant 
(!):6.13, df=2,44 p<.01.) • .Acex>rding to the calculations of the 
p>st hoc Scheff e test the difference between aey two means must be 
as large or larger than 1.50 in this analysis to be statistically 
significant at the .os level (df=l,44). 
c::anparing the adjusted PSC-IOST means for the three groups 
showed the following. 'lhe CCP adjusted mean was ll.701 the FSS 
adjusted mean was 10.081 and the Control adjusted mean was 3.52. 
'lhe difference between CCP and FSS was 1.621 the difference 
between CCP and Control was 8.181 and the difference between FSS 
and Control was 6 .56. 'lheref ore the CCP versus Q:>ntrol showed the 
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largest difference f oll0«ed cy FSS versus Control and then CCP 
versus FSS. 
Table 3 .13 
Effects of Treatment on PSC-IOST 
Variable % Variance SS 
PSC PRE .96 2698.2 
GRaJPS .01 27.4 
ERROR ~03 98.37 
*p<.01 1.00 2823 .98 
Table 3.14 
Effects of Treatment on PSC-FOL 






























Table 3 .16 rep>rts Jtm-FOL as the dependent variable and 
H-m-PRE and GlOJPS as the two independent variables. For H-m-FOL 
the CXl> DF 56.0, s= 14.45; FSS DF 57.44, s= 4.64; Control DF 52.0, 
s= 10.09. In this analysis groups was not a significant variable 
(l'=.00 df=2,44 p<.322) • N::>te: it is rare to uncover an analysis 
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that p:oduces an.[ of o. lbiiever, in this case the difference 
between the p:e and follOW'-up soores is so minute that an .f of 0 
(rounded to two decimal p:>irits) occurred. 
Table 3.15 
Effects of Trea.tlnent on H-m-R>ST 
Variable % Variance SS DF MS F 
ff'lB mE .78 2714.72 1 714.722 165.12 
GR:l.JPS . .01 27 .68 2 13.84 .84 
ERROR .21 723.41 44 16.44 
*p<.01 1.00 3465.81 47 
'l'able 3.17 rep:>rts &m-R>ST as the dep:mdent variable and 
&m-J:RE and GRlJPS as the two inde~ndent variables. In this 
instance there was a significant relationship (.f=S.12 df=2,44 
p<.01). ~ &m-rosT the unadjusted CCP m= so.o, s= 8.65; FSS m= 
57.06, s= 3.68; Control m= 53.S, s= 5.30. A p:>st hoc Scheffe test 
revealed that in order for any difference between two means to te 
statistically significant it would have to te as large or larger 
than 5.19 (df=l,44 p<.05). 
Onpuing the &m-rosT adjusted mean soores for the three 
groups revealed the following. ~e CCP adjusted mean was 49.97; 
the FSS adjusted mean was 57 .OS; and the Control adjusted mean was 
53.51. Oni:aring CCP and FSS showed a difference of 7.08; CCP 
versus Control indicated a difference of 3 .54; and FSS versus 
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Control produced a difference of 3.52. 'lherefore the CCP versus 
FSS oornJ:llrison showed ~e greatest difference followed ~ CCP 
versus Control and then FSS versus Control. 
Table 3.16 
Effects of Treatment on HVB-roL 
Variable % Variance SS 
l\'lB PRE .99 2637.43 
GKXJPS .oo o.oo 
ERROR .Ol 25.88 
*p<.01 l.00 2663.31 
Table 3.17 
Effects of Treatment on &m-IOST 
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Table 3.18 
Effects of TreatJ:nent on EWB-FOL 












Effects of Treatment on &lB-IOST 
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Table 3.20 
Effects of Treatment on SVB-FOL 




















In addition to examining treatment effects, a n\lllber of 
oorrelations among measures were examined. ~e results are 
presented in ~ndix XII. ~e first intratest ex>rrelation was on 
the Couples Pre-Counseling Inventocy (CPI) whidl includes tx:>th 
General OJnrnitment to the Relationship (GCR) and canmunication 
Assessnent (C'A). GCR-PRE and CA-PRE were p:>sitively correlated 
(.SS p< .001) • Bearing in mind that ex>rrelation cbes not int;il.y 
causality, the ex>rrelation cbes suggest that the relation.ship 
between GCR-PRE and CA-PRE would not likely occur ~ chance alone. 
en the Spiritual Wellbeing Scale (Si'B) both Religious 
Wellbeing (Hm) and Existential Wellbeing (&lB) were significantly 
ex>rrel.ated. ltm-PRE and &m-PRE were p>sitively correlated (.33, 
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p<.05) as were HVB-mE and SVB-:mE ( .87, p<.001). &m-mE was 
p:>sitively correlated with SVB-IRE (. 74, p<.001). 
en the Marital Satisfaction Inventory (MSI) the intratest 
correlations were likewise significant. 'lhe four subscales 
rep:>rted on are the Corwentionalization (<»J) scale, Global 
Dissatisfaction (Gr.6) scale, Problan Solving canrnunication (PSC) 
scale and Affective canmunic:ation (AFC) scale. GllS-FRE and 
AFC-mE were p:>sitively correlated ( .91, p<.001) as were GI:S-FRE 
and PSC-FRE (.as, p<.001). B:Jwarer GI:S-mE and ON-mE were 
negatively correlated (-.61, p< .001). AFC-mE was p:>sitively 
correlated with PSC-IRE (.86, p<.001) and AFC-IRE was negatively 
correlated with C»J-IRE (-.64, .001). 
Intertest correlations were also significant. CA-mE was 
negatively correlated with AFC-FRE (-.42, p<.01) and CA-IRE was 
negatively correlated with PSC-FRE (-.48, p<.001). Although 
SD-FRE and ON-IRE were not significantly correlated ( .2720), 
there was a significant c:x>rrelation for SD-:rosT and ON-J:OST (.31, 
p<.05) and for SD-FOL and C»J-FOL ( .32, p<.t.J). 
'llle aoove results indicated that the p:ediction of a 
statistically significant difference for the ca> treatment group 
at i;x:>sttest was only putially c:x>nf ianed. Of the ten dependent 
measures only four (CA-:rosT, ON-:rosT, PSC-J.:OST, &18-:EOS'l') were 
significant at i;:osttest. 'llle other six dependent measures (Gm, 
SD, H-m, sm, a:s, AFC) were not significant at p:>sttest. 
Byp:>theses one, two, and three were therefore partially ex>nfinned. 
OlAPI'ER FOOR 
Discussion 
Stm!rnar;y of Results 
1b.e results of the hierarchical regression linear analysis 
for p>sttest and follCM-up on the four measures rerealed 
significant .r sa:>res on four measures at p:>st testing1 no 
significant differences were found at the follCM-up. Ql the 
0\-IO&'T analysis the .r was 11.93 (p<.001)1 on CNJ-IOST the.E was 
6.35 (p<.01)1 on PSC-IO&'T the .r was 6.13 (p<.01)1 and on E.WB-R>ST 
the .r was 6.12 (p<.01). 1b.e strongest treatment effects were seen 
on the CA-R>ST variable. 
Q::mmunication Assessment evaluates two imi;x:>rtant dimensions 
of marital cxnmunication. Seven of the questions (l,2,3,4,7,8,13) 
reflect satisfaction with p>sitive aspects of the partner's 
information exchange style. 1be other six (5,6,9,10,ll) itans 
measure the axnfort with which i:ertners seek cilange in their 
interaction. AJ;:parently the CCP program is cap:lbl.e of inprcwing 
this variable in a marriage, at least temp>rarily. itle increased 
soores on Q::mmunication Assessnent for the CCP treatment group 
suggests ioore seeking of change in one's partner, or perhap; a 
greater satisfaction with the p>sitive aspects of the partner's 
65 
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information exchange systen. 
~e Conventionalization subscale of the MSI assesses the 
tendency of a cx:n1ple to report their marriage in socially 
desirable terms. In essence, the ON scale reflects denial of 
even minor marital problems and a. description of the marriage in 
an unrealistically positive manner. ~e effects of CCP training 
was to lCMer, and therefore irrq;>rO\Te, the scx:>re on <NJ and suggests 
a greater readiness to o~nly acknowledge existing difficulties in 
a relationship. ~t is, the marriage is vi&1ed less positively 
suggesting less denial of arrt significant prOOl.ems in the 
marriage. 
~e PSC subscale of the 1'51 cx:>nsists of items measuring 
general ineffectiveness at resolving differences. ~s scale 
assesses the level and chronicity of O\Tert disha.r:mony rather than 
underlying feelings of detachment or alienation. As a result of 
the CCP training the CCP subjects reported higher scx:>res 
reflecting a greater frequency of addressing mutual differences 
when they occur and a greater frequency of O\Tert disha.r:mony in the 
marriage. 
Q1 the Spiritual Wellbeing Scale. the EWB sumcale al.so 
reflected a significant decrease for the CCP treab'nent group. !Ihe 
Existential Wellbeing Scale refers to a sense of life purpose and 
life satisfaction. ~us the CCP training tenporarily decreased 
the degree of life satisfaction (&m) for the i;artcipmts. 
Perhaps the stress of learning new 'f7E1!JS of cnmm.micating in 
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marriage produced a short-term decrease in rei;x>rted sense of 
wellbeing. 
'!be i;x>st hoc Sd'lef f e tests re.realed the CCP treatment was 
superior to the FSS treatment on the canrnunication Assessment. Ci1 
the Problen Solving canmunication variable toth CCP and FSS were 
superior to the Control group with CCP producing stronger 
treatment effects than the FSS method. Cb Col'lY'entionalization the 
CCP sh<:Med its strongest CXJlli;.arison against the Control group; the 
next strongest a:mi;.arison was between FSS and the Control group. 
'!be anal.lest difference was between CCP and FSS on crrv. 
A number of inter-scale cx:>rrelations were also significant 
(see Api;:endix XII). Gffi-PRE was i;x>sitively oorrelated with CA-l?RE 
on the CPI. Cb the SYB scale HiB-PRE was i;ositively cx:>rrelated 
with SYB-PRE and EWB-PRE was i;x>sitively oorrelated with SYB-PRE. 
On the MSI test AFC-PRE and PSC-PRE were i;ositively cx:>rrelated and 
AFC-l?RE and ON-PRE were negatively cx:>rrelated. 
Appendix IX rei;x>rts the cx:>rrelatioris for each of the three 
groups on demograi;tiic variables and pretest scx:>res. A few of the 
significant cx:>rrelations will nCM be presented. R>r the CCP 
group, Sex (i.e., gender) and &JS were i;ositively cx:>rrelated 
( .69); F..ducation and SOcial Desirability were negatively 
cx:>rrelated (-.S2); Gffi and Profession of Olristianity were 
i;ositively cx:>rrelated (.72); as was Oi and Profession of 
Cllristianity ( .68) ; GilS was negatively cx:>rrelated with Profession 
of Christianity (-.SS) 1 Length of Courtship and &JS were 
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negatively cx:>rrelated (-.51); Length of C.Ourtship and PSC were 
p:>sitively oorrelated. 
For the FSS group the follCMing cx:>rrelations were observed. 
Marital Status and ON ( .6 0) ; Frequency of Olurch Attendance and 
ROR (-.51); Imp:>rtance of Religion and SVB ( .57); Frequency of 
Olurch Atten&nce and C'A ( .52); lmp:>rtance of Religion and PSC 
c-.65>. 
C.Ontrol group cx:>rrelations were also significant. /oige and 
ROR ( .68) ; Incx:>me and sexual Dissatisfaction ( .66) ; Olurch 
Affiliation and C'A ( .55); Olurch Affiliation and EM3 ( .67); 
Frequency of Church Attendance and ROR (-.69); Frequency of 
Church Attendance and PSC (-.55); Incane and Profession of 
Christianity. 
Limitations of the st~ 
'lhe subjects i:a.rticipating in this design were largely white, 
middle-class, and highly religious. Of the total (N:48) nl.lllber 
p:irticii:a.ting in the experiment, 16 (33%) were oollege graduates, 
14 rep:>rted in~ of m::>re than $15,000 per year, all the 
subjects professed to be Christian, 31 (65%) said they attended 
church m::>re than once i;:er week, 95% described themselves as •born 
again" Olristians, and 38 (79%) of the resp:>ndents said on a scale 
of 1 to 7 that 7 (extranely inp>rtant) best represented their 
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personal attitude toward religion. Because of the lxmogeneous 
social and religious dlaracteristics of the i;ersons in this study, 
generalization of the results to other p:>pulations is probably 
limited. 
'lbe p:>pulation also displayed "ceiling effects" on their 
reix>rts of marital satisfaction. Since the subjects reix>rted high 
levels of marital satisfaction before the treatment, it would have 
been difficult to register any significant increases on this 
variable. Acoording to Levinger and Rau.sh (1977) newlywed oouples 
generally experience high level of marital satisfaction. 
Acex>rdingly, any experimental design using newlywed ex>uples to 
investigate the effects of a canmunication training program on 
marital satisfaction will be limited in te:tlllS of its ability to 
demonstrate effects. 
Differences between the two treatment methods ex>uld also be 
factors in acex>unting for different group mean soores. For 
example, the CCJ? leaders were actively involved with the subjects 
and were free to share i;ersonal illustrations f ran their am 
marriage with the puticipmts. 'lbe FSS leaders, on the other 
hand, were essentially proctors in that all they did was to shew 
the f ilmstrii:s and plSS out the discussion questions. 
Also, trainer effects were different for the two treatment 
groups, since the two treatment groups were led 1::?21 different 
leaders. Time length also differed between the two methods. ~e 
CCJ? program was 12 hours in length1 the FSS was only 8. ~e PSS 
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experimental learning experience was primarily visual with · 
subsequent group discussions of provided questions whereas the CCP 
included unstructured snall group discussions and behavioral 
han~ork assignments. 
Qll.y four of the variables were statistic.ally significant at 
p:>sttest (CA, EWB, PSC, and ON) • N:>ne of the measures were 
significant at foll0t,...up. other studies with the CCI? have 
rep::>rted a similar failure to detect significant scores at 
follow-up (Dillon, 1976; Glisson, 197~; Stafford, 1978; Wampler 
& Sprenkle, 1980) • Possible explanations .for this would include 
the snall sample size, or the p:>ssibility that a significant 
follow-up might have been detected with m:>re sensitive measures. 
Al.so, the fact that the couples were not exposed to i:eer support 
and/or p:essure after the experiment was over may account for the 
lack of significant results at follow-up. 
Demograi;ilic findings for the three groups indicated that the 
three groups were significantly different f ran one another before 
the treatments were adninistered (see Appendix VIII). For 
example, the mean age of the CCI? subjects was 30.38; for the FSS 
it was 23 .63; the Control group mean was 24 .as. 'lheref ore, age 
differences may have been a cx:mtributing factor in accounting for 
sane group differences. 01 the education variable the mean for 
the three groups were rather similar (CCP = 14.38; FSS = 14.56; 
Control= 15.94). 'lhis is oonsistent with other studies using the 
CCP. 'Jhat is, the p:irticipmts tend to be oollege graduates. 01 
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inoome, the range was wider for the CCP group than for either the 
FSS or Control group. 'lbe mean inane for the CCP and Control 
were ver:y close, with the FSS mean in<X>me indicating a less 
affluent p:>pulation. 
In smanacy, the limitations of the study included an 
unrepresentative p:>pulation, ceiling effects, trainer effects, 
differences in methods and length of time for the two treatments. 
Because af these limitations, great care must be taken in 
generalizing the results to other p:>pulations. 
Inter;gret,ation of Result& 
Of the four significant .f soores revealed in this stu<\7 the 
strongest treatment effect was seen on the CClnmunication 
Assessment subscale of the Couples Pre-Counseling Inventocy. Of 
the three other variables, Conventionalization showed the 
strongest treatment effects, followed by Problem Solving 
canmunication and finally Existential Wellbeing. 
CCP was s~rior to toth FSS and Control group on 
Conventionalization (CNJ) (see ARJendices X and XI) • ~s is 
oonsistent with other studies whidl have shown significant 
improvement in oommunication self rep:>rt measures (Dode, 1979; 
Joanning, 1982) with CCP. ()} ON CCP<.FSS<a:>N'lRCL. nte CCP group 
had the lowest adjusted p:>st mean soore of the three group;. Ql 
the ON low S<X>res are cxmsidered an indication of a mre 
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realistic appraisal of the relationship. High scores suggest a 
naive, uncritical view af the marriage. ~e results suggest that 
as a am.sequence of the CCP training the CCP oouple.9 reflected a 
readiness to openly acknowledge existing difficulties in their 
relationship. Hence there was less denial of any difficulties and 
a ex>rresp::>nding willingness to adnit the presence af marital 
distress. ~e FSS subjects' adjusted post mean sex>re may indicate 
a guarded prognosis of their relationship. ~e Control group, 
however, tended to reflect a naive, uncritical appraisal of their 
marital relationship. Since the CCP training program included the 
discussion of a current p;oblen in front of the other i:articipants 
{see AJ;:pmdix VII) it is reasonable to expect that a ex>uple would 
tend to be mre realistic and less naive al:x>ut their relationship. 
~e CCP treatment also displayed the ability to significantly 
decrease one's sense of wellbeing (&lB). CD EWB FSSXXJN'mCL>CCP. 
~e adjusted p:>st mean sex>res for &m reveal the Control group 
micway between the CCP and FSS treatment groups; it is important 
to note that although the difference between FSS and CCP was 
significant on the Scheffe test, the differences between FSS and 
Control and between CCP and Control were not. ~s may, however, 
suggest oax>site effects of the two treatments. ~e FSS may be 
superior to CCP because of higher &1B in the FSS subjects. 
Perhaps the FSS group felt a greater sense of wellbeing and 
contentment under their treatment ex>nditions. ~e CCP group, 
oonversely, experienced lower wellbeing on EWB and this may 
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suggest the presence of distress or disa:xnfort as a result.of 
µtrticiµtting in the CCP program. Perhaps i.Irpr011ed o:mmunication 
in the CCP group resulted in a m:>re candid appraisal of marital 
differences, this leading to a tenporacy decrease in am, whicn 
later reverted to baseline on foll~up. Clearly, the FSS was 
superior to the CCP on &m at p:>st-test {see ~ndices X and XI). 
'!be Cbntrol group was midway between the CCP and FSS · on 
Coolmunication Assessment. 'lllat is, CX::E»<DN'.IRCL>FSS on CA.. 
ApfarenUy the CCP and FSS therefore had opposite effects, even 
though not statistically significant on the Sclleffe test. 
canmunication Assessment evaluates b::>th the p:>sitive aspects of 
the i;artners' information excllange style and the <XJilfort with 
whicn i;artners seek change in their interaction. ~e explicit 
goal of the CCP program is to teacn couples specific cxmnunication 
tedmiques and approaches. 'Dlerefore, the CCP significance on the 
CA. variable is not surprising. ~e CCP format includes structured 
time for sharing positive aspects of your married life with your 
spouse {see J\Wendix VII). ~e CCP obviously is capable of 
impr011ing CA. but in this instance CCP did not also significantly 
i.IrprOIJ'e the other canmunication variable: PSC. Perhap; the CA. and 
PSC measure og;x>site dimensions of marital cxnmunication. It is 
less clear wlrt FSS decreased CA.; perhaps after viewing a 
filmstrip on ideal oanmunication tedmiques, without practicing 
these thenselves explicitly (as in CCP), and also discussing 
questions whidl sanewhat focus on negative aspects of 
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CXlllIIllmication skills, the FSS oouples felt less adequate in terms 
of canmunication skills ·and thus soored lower on CA. 
Problan Solving canmunication is intended to measure general 
ineffectiveness at resolving differences in a marriage, and overt 
disharmony in their relationship, that is, the level of severity 
of i;erceived dishannony as it occurs. Like the other sub.scales of 
the Marital Satisfaction Inventory, low soores are oonsidered c;pod 
and high soores are considered bad. Ql PSC CDN'.IRCL<FSS<CCP. 'lhe 
adjusted post mean soores for PSC suggest that the Cl:>ntrol group 
rep:>rted minimal levels of overt disharmony in their relationship. 
'lhe SIX>uses are seen as being axnmitted to resolving differences 
when they occur. 'lhe FSS net.hod was superior to the CCP on the 
PSC variable. R:>ssibly, the FSS net.hod was superior to CCP in PSC 
because PSC assesses the m::>re cbjective asi;ects of overt 
disharmony and the FSS focna.t includes discussion questions on 
difficult or una:rnfort:able situations. 'lhat is, the FSS subjects 
were putial.ly dealing with sane of the same issues a:wered in 
the PSC questions. In light af the low &lB for the CCP subjects, 
i;erhaps the dif ferenoes at surf ace after the CCP :program appear 
IOOre severe to the subjects and may be rep:>rted as greater lwels 
of wert dishannony, thus increasing PSC. 'lbis may explain the 
CCP poor results on PSC in cx:mpuison to FSS and Control. 
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Suggestions for Further Researd'l 
Several imp'.>rtant issues have not been addressed in this or 
previous c:x:::P studies. First, littJ.e is known al:x>ut hcM well c:x:::P 
works in other than a middle-class p:>pulation. 'lhe ability to 
benefit fran c:x:::P may relate to such factors as education level, 
intelligence, or age. If such is the case, it may or may not be 
p:>ssible to redesign c:x:::P to fit the needs of oouples with 
different backgrounds and abilities. 
Seoond, study needs to be a:me <Xlnp:lring the effectiveness of 
CCP with distressed and nondistressed oouples. Such a study oould 
address the issue of whether it is neoessary to screen out 
distressed oouptes, to put them in special groups, or to treat 
them like oondistressed oouptes i;articiplting in CCP. 
Finally, future studies need to oonsider the effects of the 
oomp:>nents of c:x:::P as well as the i;rogram as a whole (Wampler, 
1982) • OCP oould be examined in te:cms of a1areness skills, 
disclosure skills, and problen-sol ving skills. Measures which 
differentiate between actual use of ~ills and ability to use 
these skills would be helpful is assessing the value of the 
various oomp:>nents of the OCP training progran. 
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Conclusions 
'lbe evidenoo fran this stuC¥ indicates that CCP is at least 
tenJ;X)rarily an effective progran in teaching CX>II'ltnLD'lication_skills 
to newlywed oouples. Specifically the CCP program teaches 
self-disclosure, heightened awareness of the cxrnmunication process 
through the •Awareness Wheel• (acting, sensing, thinking, feeling, 
wanting), and behavioral han&1ork assignments which ESnliiasize 
various levels of oommunication. Moreo11er, the CCP method 
~ared to be sanewhat superior to the FSS method in its <,pal of 
teaching cxmnunication skills, si;:ecif ically on the CA variable. 
Of . the four J;X>st hoc Scheff e tests, only two of the analyses found 
that the FSS was statistically sigiif icanUy better than Control 
(ON, PSC), and these findings, as ireviously discussed, are not 
inoonsistent with this state:nent. In addition, the effects of CCP 
awear to be due to the program itself and not only to nonsi;:ecif ic 
factors such as attention to the CDupl.e's relationship or group 
interaction in general. As with JOOst skill learning experienoos, 
CDuples indicated less use of the skills after the inmediate 
impact of the irogram is i;:ast, and the effects of both irograms on 
oommunication skills did not i;:ersist at the 10-week follow-up. 
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DO NOT MAKE ANY MARKS ON THIS BOOKLET 
I. I believe our marriage is IQSOnably happy. 
2. My spouse almost always responds with under-
standing to my mood at 1 Jiven moment. 
3. Our marriage lw never been in difficulty becaUK or 
financial concerns. 
4. The husband should be the head of the family. 
5. I had 1 very happy home life. 
6. There are some thin&s my spouse and I just can'I 
talk about. 
1. Our aex life is entirely satisfactory. 
I. I have never thought of my spouse or me as nreding 
marital coun~eling. 
9. My spouse and I don't have much in common to 
talk about. 
10. It is sometimes euier to confide in 1 friend than 
in my spouse. 
11. Our income is sufficient to meet necessary expenses. 
12. My spouse and I often remain silent for Iona periods 
'llthen we are anary with one another. 
13." A preschool child is likrly to aufTcr if the mother 
'lltOrks. 
14. I am quite happily married. 
15. My spouse lw never been sexually unfaithful. 
16. My spouse and I enjoy doina thinas together. 
17. The members of my family wcrca 1~·ays very close to 
each other. 
18. My spnu~e and I need to improve the way we settle 
our differences. · 
19. My spouse has no com'"'lon sense when it comei to 
money. 
20. I have never felt better in my marriage than I do now. 
21. Sometimes my spouse: just can't understand the ... y 
I feel. 
22. A husband should take equal mponsibility for feed· 
in& and clo1h;na the children. 
23. The one thins my spouse and I don't really fully dis-
cuss is sex. 
24. My spouse does not ta Ice criticism as 1 personal 
auack. 
25. Every new thins J have learned about my mate has 
pleased me. 
2 
26. AU the marriages on my side of the family appear 
to be quite sucoessful. 
21. My mate rarely does thinp which make me ansry. 
28. My spouse is forever check.ins up on how I spend 
our money. 
· 29. Our arguments often end with an exch.•rise of 
insults. 
30. Most women are belier off in their own home than 
in a job or profession. 
31. My spouse oecasionally is unable to become suffi-
ciently aroused for us to have satisfactory inter-
course. 
32. I wi~h my spC'u~ would confide in me more. 
33. There arc ~omc important i~~ucs in our marriage 
which need lo be resolved. 
J.4. My spou~ and I spend a good deal of time together 
in many diffrrcnl kinds of play and rc•reation. 
35. There are times when my mate does things that 
make me unhappy. 
36. My spouse frequently misinterprets the way I really 
feel when we are arauing. 
37. Serious financial conc:cms are not likely to destroy 
our marriaae. 
31. Some things are too upscttina 10 discuss even with 
my spouse. 
39. Two married penons should be able to get along 
better than my mate and I. 
40. My spouse sometimes likes 10 cnpge .n sexual 
practices to which I object. 
41. I am quite satisfied with the amount of time my 
spouse and I spend in leisure. 
42. During an arsument with my spouse, each of us airs 
our feelinas completely. 
43. There are some thinp about my mate that I do not 
like. 
44. A woman should take her husband's last nunc after 
marriage. 
45. My spouse and I teem to have liule in common 
when we are not busy with social activities. 
46. rvc aottcn more out of marriage than I expected. 
47. When upset, my spouse sometimes docs • lot of 
little thinas just to annoy me. 
'8. I have never been sexually unfaithful to my spouse. 
49. I feel as though wc outlive _our financial means. 
SO. Some equality in marriage is a good thing, but 
by and large, the husband ought lo have lhc main 
say-so in family mailers. 
SI. My spouse feels free to express openly strong feel-
ings of sadness. 
S2. At times I have very much wanted to leave my 
spouse. 
SJ. My childhood was probably happier than most. 
54. My spouse has no difficulty accepting criticism. 
SS. Our marriage has never been in trouble because of 
our sci1.ual relationship. 
S6. My mate and I seldom have major disagreements. 
57. M)' spouse and I frtqucntly sit down and ralk about 
pka~ant things that ha"c happened during the day. 
SB. If a child gets sick and the wife works. the husband 
should be just as willing as she to stay home from 
work and take care of the child. 
59. My mate completely understands and sympathizes 
with my every mood. 
60. Frequently when we argue, my spouse and I seem to 
go over and over the same old things. 
61. I trust my spouse with our money completely. 
62. I have important needs in my marriage that arc not 
being met. 
63. My pa .. nts' marriage would be a aood example to 
follow for any married couple. 
64. My spouse can usually tell what kind of day I've had 
without even askinJ. · 
65. My spouse and I rarely have sexual i.ntcrcourse. 
66. When my spouse and I disagree, my spouse helps us 
to find alternatives acceptable to both of us. 
67. 1 am fairly satisfied with the way· my spouse and I 
·.pend our a\·ailable free time. 
68. I have wondered, on several occasions, whether my 
marriage would end in divorce. 
69. If a mother of young children works, it should be 
only while the family needs the money. 
70. There is never a moment that I do not feel •fiead 
over heels• in love with my mate. 
71. My spouse has never taken pleasure in hunin& me 
personally. 
3 
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72. My spouse and I rarely arpc about money. 
73. There arc some suual behaviors I would like but 
which my spouse doesn't seem to enjoy. 
74. My spoux is so touchy on some subjects that I can't 
even mention them. 
75. My marriaae has been disappointiJ>a in 11CYeral Wl)'5. 
76. My spouse and I rarely 10 for walks together. 
77. Basically, most men still desire nurturant and 
•uaditionar women. 
78. It is unusual for my spouse to openly express stron1 
Ceelings of lcndemess. 
19. There arc some thinp aboul my male 1ha1 J would 
chanae if I could. 
80. There are some serious difficulties in our marriage. 
81. My spou~ often fails 10 und,.st.and my point of 
view on •hings. 
82. My spouse is sometimes overly modest or prudish 
in his (her) altitude toward sex. 
83. Our financial future seems quite secure. 
84. Women who want to remove the word "obey• from 
the maniaae servic:e d<>n't understand what it means 
to be a wife. 
15. Whenever rm feelina sad, my spouse makes me feel 
loved and happy apin. · 
16. My marriaae could be much happier than it is. 
i7. My spouse and I tttm to set carried away in an 
araumcnl and say thinp wc don't really mean. 
18. I have never rearettecl my marria,e, not C\'C1I for• 
moment. 
89. My parcnu' 111.11rriaae was happier than most. 
90. I nearly always pin compkte sexual satisfaction 
from intercourse with my s.pouse. 
91. My spouse keeps most cl bis (her) feclinp inside. 
92. The future of our marriaae is too uncel1.lin to make 
any serious plans. 
93. Our daily life is full of interestina thinp to do 
toaethcr. 
94. When my spouse and I have differences of opinion, 
we si1 down and discuss them. 
9S. ·The most important thiltl for a woman is to be a 
aood wife and mother. 
96. I conf"ide in my mate about cvery1hin1. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAOE 
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'17. I had a very unhappy childhood. 
98. My marriage is less happy than the very 1uca:ssful 
ones. 
99. I would like to improve the quality of our 1exual 
relationship. 
100. My spouse is preuy &ood when it comes to saving 
money. 
10 I. A lot of ar1uments with my spouse seem lo be aboul 
trivia. 
102. There are some things about my marriage thal do 
not cn1ircly please me. 
103. My spouse can always tie trusted wi1h everything I 
tell him (her). 
104. Even when I am with my spouse I feel lonely much 
of the time. 
105. My 1pouse readily admits an error when he (she) 
has been wrong. 
106. My spollle seems to enjoy sex as much as I do. 
107. II is oflm hard for my spou'iC and me to discuss our 
finances withoul getting upset with each other. 
108. Only in emergencies should the wife contribute to 
the financi.t I support of the family. 
109. The unhappiest moments ofmylifeareoftencaused 
by my marriage. 
110. My 1pouse takes quite seriously my feelings and 
thoughts abou1 an issue. 
111. My spouse doesn't take enough time to do some of 
the things I'd like lo do. 
112. There arc times when 1 do not feel a 1rat deal of 
love and affection for my mate. 
113. My spouse and I communicate very little simply 
throu1h the exchange of &Janccs. 
114. I have never felt our marital difficulties wm: pilin& 
up so hi&h that we could not overcome them. 
115. I would prefer to have intercoune more frequently 
than we do now. 
116. My spouse often insists on 1c:nin1 his (her) own way 
rcgardleu of what I may want. 
117. My spouse is a very aood mana1er of finances. 
111. A woman should be 1 ble to choose a career outside 
the home just as her husband doei. 
119. It 1ec:ms that we used to have more fun than we 
do now. 
120. Then: have been moments of grut happiness in my 
marriage. 
121. My mate hasall of the qualities I've always wanted 
in a mate. 
122. My parents had very few quarrels. 
123. 1 sometimes am reluctant to express disagreement 
with my spouse for fear that he: (she) will get angry. 
124. My spouse has too little regard sometimes for my 
1exual satisfaction. 
125. My spouse and I araue nearly all the time. 
126. I wish my spouse shared a few more of my interests. 
127. My spouse does many different things to show me 
that he (she) loves me. 
128. A major role of the wife should be that of house-
lccpcr. 
129. Minor di,agr~cmcnt~ with m} spouse often end up 
- in big a1t;:uments. 
130. My spouse and I nearly always agree on how fre-
quently to have-intercourse. 
131. I mi&ht be happier if I weren't married. 
132. Sometimes I feel as thouah my spouse doesn'trea lly 
need me. 
133. My spouse doesn't seem to understand the impor-
tance of puuina money into savings. 
l'.'4. A woman's place is in the home. 
13S. I feel sometimes like my spouse is•1ec1uring~11 me. 
136. I get pretty discouraged about my marriage wme-
times. 
137. We arc as well adju>ted ai. any two persons in this 
world can be. 
138. Our sexual relationship does 001 lack 11 all in 
variety. 
139. My spouse and I seem able to1ofordayssomctimcs 
without 1tttlin1 our differences. 
140_ The rttreation1l 1nd leisure life or my spouse and 
myself appears to be meeting both our needs quite 
well. 
141. My spouse does many thinp to please me. 
142. Sometimes I wonder just how much my spouse 
rally does love me. 
143. My parents never rully understood me. 
144. When arsuing. wt manage quite well to restrict our 
f OCUS tO the important issues. 
145. A wife should not have lo give up her job when it 
interferes with her husband's career. 
146. I am somewhat disSltisfied with how my spouse and 
I talk about better ways of pleasing each other 
texuaUy. 
147. My spouse and I an: happier than most couples I 
know. 
148. Trying 10 work out a family budget makes more 
trouble with my spouse than it is worth. 
149. I feel free to express openly strong feelings of sad· 
ness to my spouse. 
ISO. We set angry with each other sometimes. 
ISi. My spouse wmetimcs seer ~intent upon changing 
,.,me aspect or my per.on .. lity. 
152 I arr. thoroughly committed to remaining in my 
pre.en1 marriage. 
I 53. My spouse likes to share his (her) leisure time 
"''ih me. 
154. I wi.sh sometimes my spouse would take more ini· 
tiative in our sexual relations. 
ISS. Whenever he hhe) is feeling down, my spouse 
comes to me for support. 
156. My Sf'Cl" .c often complains that I don't uridentand 
him (her). 
157. I usually feel that my marriage is worthwhile. 
I 58. A hu,band and wife should share respon1ibility for 
housework if both work outside the home. 
159. My spouse doesn't af,.,-ays appreciate the impor-
. tance of keeping good financial records. 
160. I have never sc.riously considered hiving an afl'air. 
161. In most mattcn, my spouse understands whit rm 
trying to say. 
162. My spouse and I enjoy the same types ofamuemmt. 
163. My mate rarely docs things which make mt un· 
happy. 
164. I'm not sure my spou5C has ever really lowd me. 
16S. My parents didn't communicate with each other as 
well as they should have. 
166. My spouse seems committed to settli11& our dif-
ferences. 
167. I enjoy sexual intercourse with my spouse. 
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168. I am certain our decision to act married was the 
right one. 
169. I might have been happier had I married somebody 
else. 
170. When rm upset, my spouse usually understands 
why even without my telling him (her). 
171. Earning the family income is primarily the respon· 
sibility of the husband. 
172. My spouse somcti~ buys too much on credit. 
173. My spouse desires intercourse too frequently. 
174. I have known very little unhappiness in my 
marriage. 
17S. I sometimes am reluctant to discuss certain things 
with my spouse because I'm afraid l might hun his 
(her) fetlings. · 
176. My male occa,ionally makts mt feel mistrablc. 
177. The re~pomibilities of moth"hood arc a full-time 
job. 
178. l somttimcs avoid trlling my spouse things which 
put me in a bad light. 
s 
179. My marriage is as successful as any I know. 
180. I often wonder what it would be like to have inter· 
course with someone other than my spouse. 
181. My spouse and I decide tognher the manner in 
· which the family income is 10 be spent. 
182. Even when angry with me, my spouse is able 10 
· appreciate my vicwi)oinu. 
183. I was very anxious as a young penon to act away 
from my family. 
184. I spend at least one hour each day in an acti\'ity with 
my spoute. 
IBS. The good thinp in my marriaac seem 10 far out· 
wei&h the bad. 
186. I don't think any couple could live toacthcr with 
arcatcr harmony than my mate and ). 
187. A lot of our argumenu seem 10 end in depressing 
stalemates. 
188. I am sometimes unhappy with our ICllual rela· 
tionship. 
189. A wife's career is of equal importance to ber 
husband's. 
190. My spouse has much difficully kccpin& our check· 
book balanced. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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191. My spoUJC and J have never come CIOIC to eepara-
tieon or divorce. 
192. My spouae 10metimes teem.S 10 spend more time 
with bis (her) friends than with me. 
193. My marriaae could be happier than it ii. 
194. I oft.en wonden:d whether my perenu· marriaae 
would end in divorce. 
19$. Our arpmenll frequently end Up with one of U1 
feelina hun or eryina. 
196. We teem to do more arpina than a couple should. 
197. My apouae sometilllCI shows too little enthusiasm 
for 1ex. 
198. Just when I need it the most, my spouse makes me 
feel imponant. 
199. A woman st uld upect her husband to help with 
the hou'iCwork. 
~00. My spouse buys too many trungs without c:onsult-
ina with me first. 
201. During our marriaae. my spouse and I have always 
talked 1hin15 over. 
202. About the only time I'm with my ~poUK is al meah 
and bedtime. 
203. I believe that our marriaac ii as pleasant as that 
ol most people I know. 
204. I certainly hope our maniaac tums out better than 
the maniaacs of some of my relatives. 
20$. lbere are times when I wonder if I made the best 
of all possible choices. 
206. Talkina about sexual performance with my 1po11te 
is not difficult. 
207. My 1pome and I an: often unable to disaaree with 
one another without losina our tempen. · 
208. My 1pome ii often 100 concerned with financial 
matters. 
209. If it weren't for fear of hurtina my mate, I mi&ht 
leave him {her). 
210. Then: should be more daycare c::enten and nul'ICry 
echools 10 thal more mothen of youna children 
eould wort. 
211. My male and I undentand each other completely. 
212. My apoute and 1 aomelimes enjoy just ai1tina down 
and doina lhinp to,ether. 
213. We could have many fewer marital diff'icuhia if 
our f1mily income were laraer. 
6 
214. My spouae rarely nap me. 
21$. I would like my spouse to express a Jillie more 
tenderness durina intercourse. 
216. I think my maniaae is lea happy than most 
maniagt1. 
217. When disa1reemen11 arise they are always 1e11led in 
a pe1cdul, fair, and democratic manner. 
218. I am apt 10 hide my feelinas in some thinas, to the 
extent that my spoUJC m1y bun me without his (her) 
tnowina it. 
219. Before marryiq, J was quite eaaer 10 leave home. 
220. My 1pouse's feelinp are LOO easily hurt. 
221. My marriaae ii 1n unhappy one. 
222. When: a family lives should depend mostly on the 
husband's job. · 
223. My spouse invests money wisely. 
224. My spouse rarely refu.ses intercourse when I desire it. 
22$. \\'e somcrimes seem un.ablc to settle ~lmly even our 
minor difTcrcnces. 
226. I have ofren considered ask in& my spouse to 10 with 
me 10 teel marital couns<lina. 
227. We just don't act the chance to do as much 1oaether 
any more. 
228. My rnarriaae is not a perfect success. 
229. It's only natural for a man to be bolhen:d if his wife 
mates more money than he does. 
no. My spoute doesn't take me seriously enouah IOIDC-
limes. 
231. Frankly, our mam.,e has not been successful. 
232. My spouse and I almost always discuss thinas to-
aeiher before matina an importanr decision. 
233. There is nottUna I would lite 10 chanae about our 
ICI. life. 
234. My perenu loftd each other. 
23$. Such thinp as laundry, cleanina, 1nd chikkarc arc 
primarily the wife's responsibility. 
236. My spouse seems to enjoy just beina with me. 
237. There arc many thinp about my marriaae which 
please me. 
0
238. There ia I srtal deal of love and affection expressed 
in our marriaae. 
239. My marriaac baa been very 11tisfyiftl. 
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Couples WITHOL'T CHILDREN should STOP heft. 
All couples WITH CHILDREN should rontlnue to answer EACH of tht followln& lttms. 
240. Having children has increased the happiness of our 
marriage. 
241. My spouse and I nearly always aarec on how to 
respond to our children's requests for money or 
privileaes. 
20. For the most pan. our children are well-behaved. 
243. Our children often manage to drive a wedge be· 
tween my spouse and me. 
244. Raisin& children a a ne.rve-wracli.ina job. 
24S. Our children seem to fight among themselves more 
than children in other families. 
246. My ~pousc and I rartly disagree on how much time 
to spend with the children. 
247. My children and I don't have very much in common 
lo talk a'·•>•.· 
241. My spouse doesn't assume his (her) fair share or 
ia king care of the children. 
249. Having children has not brouaht all or the satis-
factions I had hoped it would. 
2SO. A larac ponion of arJUments I have with my spouse 
arc caused by the children. 
2.S I. I wish my children would show a little more concern 
for me. 
2S2. My children have learned that if they can't aet 
somcthina from me they can often get it from my 
'po use. 
2S3. Havina children has not kept my spouse and me 
from doina as much toaether as we used to do. 
2S4. My spouse doesn't spend enouah time with the 
children. 
2SS. Our children don't seem as happy and carefree as 
other children their age. 
256. Most oft he work involved incarina forthe children 
falb on my shoulden. 
257. Our marriage miaht have been happier if we had 
not had children. 
258. My spouse and I rarely araue about the children. 
259. My children rarely tttm to care how I feel about 
things. 
260. Quire frequently my children come and talk with me 
about ro1&tine. events in their daily lives. 
7 
261. My spouse and I decide toaether what rules to set 
for 01&r children. 
262. Having children has interfered with pun1&it of my 
own career. 
263. My spousc and I assume equal responsibility for 
rearing the children. 
264. Words don't seem to have any impaC1 on kids these: 
days. 
265. The children and I often work toaether in the yard 
or on projects around the house. 
266. My spouK shows a great deal of enthusiasm in our 
children's in1crcsts and accomplishments. 
267. I somelimes think my ~i'''usc and I should have 
v.·ai1cd l0ngcr before ha\'ing children. 
268. Our marriage has never br~n in difficulty because 
of the children. 
269. Our children rarely fail to m«t their responsibilities 
at home. 
270. Sometimes my spouse really spoils the children. 
271. I frequently get together with one or more of the 
children for fun or recruti0n at home 
272. My spouse and I always try to suppon each other 
when one of us praises or punishes our children. 
273. Our children do not ~how adequate respec1 for their 
parents. 
274. My spouse doesn't display enouah affeetion to-
wards the children. 
275. My children's value systems are \'Cry much theiame 
as my own. 
276. My spouse and I tttm to arp more freqlltntly 
since havina children. 
277. Before havina children, 1 didn't realize how muc:h of 
a burden raisin& a family could be. 
278. My spouse and J nearly always a,arec on what our 
children's responsibilities at home shollld be. 
279. My children consider me an important pan of their 
li\'CS, 
280. My spoute and I rarely disagrte on when or how to 
punish the children. 
END 
· APPENDIX II 
Couples Pre-Counseling Inventory 
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COUPLE'S PRE-COUNSELING INVENTORY 
I Revision of Marital Prt-CounMli119 lnnntoryl 
Your thoughtful answers to the items in this Inventory will go far toward helping your counselor plan services for you that will be 
highly effective in the shortest possible time. Because the counseling program builds on the strengths in your relationship a"d recognizes 
that change is pouible in all relationships, you will find that the questions in this Inventory generally c:oncern the positive aspecu of your 
relationship and the possibilities for changing interaction patterns. Please allow at least an hour to complete the form, and use any blank 
•P'ce or add a she•t of paper if more space is ne•ded, numbering each answer. Keep in mind the following guidelines as you fill it out. 
1. Make certain to answer every quesrion so that your scores on each subscale can be calculated. 
'1. Anw.er every Question according to the way you fttl today rather than acco1d1ng to the way you ·scd 10 IP.el or think 
thal you should fttl. 
3. Complete your form11 separarely and do not discuss your answers with your partner. 
4. In the open-ended questions, write only tho# things thar you .. ould fHI comforrable abour your partMr knowing. If you 
tell the counselor things that cannot be shared, you will make it impossible for the counselor to be complet•ly open and 
honest with both of you. 








Date of marriage (if married! 
Date of sepa11tion (if anvl------------
Highest level 
of 
education Oc:cupati on 
Child is yours? 
Your partner'1? 












Copvr1gtu ~· 1983, Rteh.,d 8. Stulff, 8Ph•v1or Chan11 Sv1ttm1, tnc. 
All ugtttt tHtrwd. p,,l"litd in thP Un11~d Statn of Aintnc.a. No p1:11 of thit 
pub1•c11ion m~ bf' r•pioductd by m1~og11ph Of l"Y ottler ""''"' w.1hout 
tM -•tten po•mou;on of the publ11M• ISBN 0-878:12·273· I 
Relationship Living at home? 
RESEARCH PRESS 
2617 N. M11t11 Awnut 
Champe1gn, lll••D•• 61Bio 
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A. GENERAL ANO SPECIFIC HAPPINESS WITH THE RELATIONSHIP 
1. a The numbers in the following order represent different degrees of heppiMSs in your relationship. The middle number. 3 
(Happy). represents the degree of happiness of most relationships. Please circle the number that best oocribe1 the degree of 
happinen of you• relationship, 111 things considered. 












b. Now ple11e mark 1n >' through the number that best drscribes the wav you think your partner will answer this question. 
2. The following list details some of the s~ific areas that. taken togtther, make up gtneral happiness with 1 relationship. Please circle 
the number that best represenu your happiness with the way you and your p1rtner usually interact in each area. 
Very Mostly Somewhat Very 
happy happy Happy unhappy unhappy 
Our daily social inte1action 5 4 3 2 
with each othe• 
b. Our affectionate inter, •On 5 4 3 2 
c. Our sexual interaction 5 4 3 2 
d. Our trust in each other 5 4 3 2 
e. Our communication 5 4 3 2 
f. The wsy we divide chores 5 4 3 2 
II The way we make decisions 5 4 3 2 
h. The way we m9!\11ge conflict 5 4 3 2 
i. Our man1gement of children, 5 4 3 2 
if any 
j. Amount of free time apart 5 4 3 2 
k. l\inount of free time together 5 4 3 2 
I. Ouality of free tirne together 5 4 3 2 
m. The wav - support each other 5 4 3 2 
in crises 
n. The w1y we support et· h other 5 4 3 2 
on a daily basis 
o. Our handling of fi•1arices 5 4 3 2 
3. Please look back over each question. This time, mark an X through each ans-• that you think your partner will select. 
4. Looking blck over this list one more time, pit!- SIJ99ftl ways in which a changt' in your own b6111vior might improve your 111is· 
faction in any of the areas rated as 2 or I, i.e .• Som-'!111 unhappy or V•ry unh!lppy. 
Coc>yugh1 () 1983 b'I Aicha•d B. Stuart. Behtvillf Ctlango Sv11•m1, Inc. 
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B. CARING BEHAVIORS 
Many different behaviors, lOITle quite sm1ll ind seemingly insignificant, con1ribute importantly to relationship satisf1etion. The 
following questions address some of the things that you end your panner do now and could do more ohen to be more pleasing to each 
other. 





f. --- - . --· -- ----------------------




2. Please list thrPt things that you would like your panner to do mo,. of11m. In answering this and the next queuion, pleas• be 
positill'I! and sP«ific. For uamp•e, write "During dinner, 11k me how I went the day," which is positive and specific, instead of 
"Be less self.preoccupied a\ meals," which is ne;ative and v19Ue . 
•. 111 
121 My partner did this __ times in me past seven days. 
b. 111 --- --------
121 My partner did this __ times in the p111 seven days. 
c. (1) 
121 My partner did this __ times in the past reYen days. 
3. Plc;ne list th1ee things that you think your partner would lik" you to do more ofren, 191in being posirill'I! and sp«ific . 
•. 111 - ----- -----
121 I did this·-- timt!'S in the pnt seven days. 
b. 111 
121 I did this __ timt!'S in the past seven days. 
c. 111 ---- --
121 I did this __ times in the p;m seven days. 
Coi>v"ll"' () 1983 by Aict>1•d 8 S1u1rt, 1kh1Yi0< Chengt Sv11...,1, Inc. 
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C. COMMUNICATION ASSESSMENT 
It is generally recognired that effective communication can help relationships run in 1 51Tlooth and satisfying way. The following 
questions concern your aneument of the level of communication that you now enjoy with your partner. 
How frequently do you think thll uch of the following natemenu correctly describes your interaction with your partner? Please 
circle the number thal corresponds with your 1nswer. 
Almost Almost 
If ways Often Sometimes R1rely wwver 
1. I listen 1ttentively when my partner speaks. 5 • 3 2 
2. My partner listens attentively when I speak. 5 • 3 2 
3. I feel that my partner understands what 5 • 3 2 
I communicate. 
,'. I feel that I unde!ltand what my partner 5 4 3 2 
commun1r:a1es. 
5. I am co1nfort .. ble ahout ask in~ my '-'"': tncr 5 4 3 2 
to io thing1 for me. 
6 Mv partner often asks me 10 do various 5 • 3 2 
things. 
7. I almost always express appreciation for 5 • 3 2 
the things my partner does for me in 
r~sponse to my requl'sts. 
8. My partner almost always expresses 5 • 3 2 
•r>Pll!Ciation for the things I do in 
rPsponse to his/her requests. 
9. I feel that my partner tells me too many 5 4 3 2 
negative things 1bout myself or our relationship. 
10. I fl'l'I that I tell my partner too many negative 5 • 3 2 
tt1 •gs about him•· If/herself or our 
re· .11ionship. 
11. I am comfortable exprening dis9Qfeement 6 4 3 2 
with things my partner says or does. 
12. I rl'spond constructively when my partner 6 • 3 2 
disagrl'l's with th·ngi I say or do. 
13. I enjoy just sitting and talking with my 6 4 3 2 
pa1111er. 
C<>PY"ll"' <> t983 bv A•ctla•d B. Stuart, lkhe•nor ~ Sv11omo. Inc. 
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0. CONFLICT MAl~AGEMENT 
All coupies experience conflict It some times because no two people always want exactly 1tle Hme thing at the same time. Marriages 
are not necessarily harm~ by the occurrence of conflict, but the nyle of the conflict may need improvement. The following questions 
lddress the frequency and quality of the conflict experienced by you and your partner. 
How true is each of the following statements about the way in which you and your panner experience and manage conflict? Please 
circle the number that corresponds with your answer. 
1. When small differences arise, we negotiate 
rather than fight. 
2. In our fights, I exprrss myself through: 
a. Actu'I violence 
b. Threa1S of violence 
c. Divorce 'separation threats 
d. Saving "You never. .. "or "You always .. 
3 In our fights. my partner P>pr~~ses himself/ 
herself through: 
a. Acrual violence 
b. Threats of violence 
c. Oivorce/W!paration thruu 
d. Saying "You never ... " or "You always ... " 
4. I am relldy to "kiss and make up" soon after 
a conflict. 
5. My partner is ready to "kin and make up" 
soon ahe1 a conflict. 
6. I feel that I "win" conflicts. 
7. ~feel that my partner "wins" conflicts. 
8. I am afraid of cunflict with my partner. 
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E. MOODS AND MANAGEMENT OF PERSONAL LIFE 
Person•I moods •nd effec1iveness in daily life can influence and be strongly influenced by the quality of your relationship. The 
following questions concern the way you 1nd your panner h8\le been feeling l11ely ind how well you have been managing your personal 
lives. 




2 3 5 6 7 




2 3 4 5 6 
3. How satisfied art you with yourself as 1 person? (Please circle your answer.I 
10 9 8 7 6 5 














I am far 
below average 
as a per>on 
4. How do you think yO<Jr partner evaluates you as a person? Using the prect'ding scale, please mark an X through the number repre· 
senting the way YO<J think your partner sizes you up. 





Pf Obie ms 






6. How well h....e you been managing each of the following challenges during the past month? Plene circkl the number that applies. 
Extremely Very OOl!I not 
well poorly .,ply 
a. Management of my share of the 5 4 3 2 
household duties 
b. M1nagement of my parenting 5 4 3 2 .0 
responsibilities, if any 
c. Management of my work outside 5 .. 3 2 0 
the home, if ..,Y 
d. Management of my uie of alcohol 5 .. 3 2 
and/or drugs 
e. Management of my health 5 4 3 2 
f. My personal and/or profession.i 5 4 3 2 
growth 
7. Please reread each of the previous items. Mark an X through each .,swer that reflec:u the -Y you think your partner has managed 
each of the listed challen~s during the past mon"1 . 
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8. How could ii change in your relationship help to improve your mood or your efledive~s in daily life? 
F. SEXUAL INTERACTION 
In this counseling approach, sexual interadion is generally understood to be an e11pression of the couple's soci1f interaction. Therefore 
more of the following questions relate to the emotional rather than the physic.al •pecu of your suual interadion. 
1. During the p1st month: 
a. Approximately how many times have you approached your partner to initiate intercoul'lt!7 __ times 
b. ApprO•imatcly how many tifT>us has your par1ner appro<Khed you to initiate intercourse' __ tomes 
c. Apprc•imarcly how many times havP. you had intercourse with your partner? limes 
2. How well sa1isficd are ynu ~1ith the way you and your partner apµroitl:h each of the · Jwing oSPt'CI> of your sP.•ual 1nter<K1ion' 
Please circle the number that applies. 
Very 
satisfied .. My level of interest in sex 5 
b. My partner's loel of interest in sex 5 
c. The way we dt>cide to have se• 5 
d. The length of our foreplay 5 
e. The variety in our foreplay 5 
f. The frequency of our suwal intercourse 5 
g. The duration of our 1uuel intercourw 5 
h. The variety of modes of e11preaion 5 
durin9 our sexual intercourwe 
i. The frequency of my own orgnms 5 
i. The frequency of my p1rtner'1 orgasms 5 
k. The openroess/intiml!C'( I offer 5 
I. The opcnn.,ss/intim1ey my partner offers 5 
m. Our means of choosing birth control 5 














































3. Please look bKk over e1eh question. This time marit an X through ueh answer that you think your partner will select in 1nswering 
each question for himself/herself. 
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4. How do you think a change in your own IH!havior could improve vour sexual experience witt' vour partner? 
G. CHILD MANAGEMENT 
Children can be a great source of satisfaction to their pa•ents, npecially when p1rents essentially agree on how to handle them. Dis· 
agreement on child rearing, on the other hand, may cause problems in children's behavior. The following questions are meant to obtain 
your view of the simila•itit\ and differences between the approaches you and your panner use in rearing children. 
1. How likely is it that you and ynur partner will ,gree on ways 10 h~ ·die the following'ch;ld man9ment iHues? Pleate circle the 
number that applies. 
Almost 
Always always o·.~n Sometimes 
agree agree agree agree 
a. We ag•ee on lamily si1e 5 4 3 2 
b. We agree on when and how to praise our 5 4 3 2 
children's good behavior. 
c. We 19ree on how to respond to our children's 5 4 3 2 
requesu for money and/or privileges. 
d. We agree on how to motivate our children's 5 4 3 2 
schoolwork or other work. 
e. We agree on how to otter our children a 5 4 3 2 
religious background. 
f. We 19ree on when and how to punish our 5 4 3 2 
children's problem behavior. 
II- We agree on our c•1ildren's daily routines 5 4 3 2 
like TV time or bt>dtime. 
· 2. How do you see you and your partner bllancing in terms of closenen to and influence upon your children? 
I. I em much closer end more important to the children. 
b. I 1m a little closer and more important to the children. 
c. We are equally close and important to the children. 
d. My partner is • little closer 811d more important to the children. 




Copy"gt>' " 1983 by Rochl•d 8. StUlrt, hlilViOf Cl>antt System•. Inc. 
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3. How often do you feel your children become involwd in the conflicts experienced by you and your partner? Please circff the 
number that applies. 
Of1en Sometimes Rarely Never 
a. Our fights ohen 11ar1 because of the~. 2 3 4 
b. They become involved in our fights. 2 3 4 
c. I try to get them to take my side. 2 3 4 
d. My partner tries to get them to take his/her aide. 2 3 4 




H WILLINGNESS TO CHANGE 
The items in thi1 subs.calP mca•ur• the cx!ent to which you feel willing to make adjustmi·n'.> in o•d•r to preserve this relationship. You 
will find 1 . ..,P J1air!i of ua1emt-n1~ hrrt~. Plcar;c rrarl each pair and then c1fcl~ the a~1ernativt then come~ clo(,•.:n to (')(pres!iing the w·ay you 
ftt·' at this t·· ~~ rccogn1zin9 that 110 s1a1cment will precistly dr.scribe your curren1 11titut.Jes. 
1. a. I will make any change or adjustment necessary to ko>ep our relationship intact. 
b. I am willing to change some things but not many major ones in an effort to keep our reletionship intact. 
2. a. If our relationship fails, I know that I will'°°" find another pertner who offers as much as my current partner. 
b. If our relationship fails, I might never find another partner who offers as much as my current partner. 
3. a. I feel v.olnderful when my partner is happy. 
b. I prefer to see my partner happy but his/her joy does not affect me very much. 
4. a. I would rather be with my panner during my free time than with any other person. 
b. I tmjoy spending some of my free time with my panner but also like to have time with other people as well. 
5. a. Much of my time is spent in trying to anticipate my partner's wishes St> I can help him/her to feel happy. 
b. I do nice things for my partner but do not think about it very much of the time. 
9 
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I. MARITAL HISTORY 
Very often, thoughu about past marriagt'S colnr the way partnNS view their current relationships. If you ,,.Vf! ~n married or had a 
marri•·like rel;11ionship before, please answer the following questions. If nor. please go to Secuon J. 
1. At what age were you married? __ At whit age Wl!•e you divorced or widowed (circle one}? __ 
2. Please list three major strengths of this relationship . 
.. 
c. 
3. If divorced, what dr :>u understand to have been the cause of the end of this relationship? 











J. GOALS OF COUNSELING 
1. Which o:•• of the following statements c:omes closest to expressing what you hope to gain from this counseling operience? 
a. I hope to improve an already satisfying relationship. 
b. I hope to improve a relationship that now offers littie setisfaction. 
c. I hope to decide whether to continue in this relationship. 
d. I hope to resolve mv conflicting feelingt so I can end this relationship. 
2. Whether or not , our go1l1 include preserving this relationship, what changes would make {or would have made} the relationshrp 
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K. PERSONAL AND RELATIONSHIP CHANGE GOALS 
Having goals for change helps to give purpose to our behavior, so it is imponant to keep them in mind at all times. 





b. How could 1 change in your partner's behavior help you echieve any or all of these goals? 









L. OTHER CHANGES 
Pl1·an list any other positive changes th11 you would like to see in ary Hpect of your marriage, family, or personal experience not 
r.ovP•~d b other ques\lons in this Inventory. Use the bad< of this sheet 11 Meded .. 
---------·---------- ----- ----
-- ----·----·----------
-------· ------- __ ,. ___ _ 
--------- -------·-----------
,, 
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M. GENERAL COMMITMENT TO THE RELATIONSHIP 
Thest Questions 9ddrns tht level of your gtl'ler1I commitmel'lt to your relationship. Commitment variH over tirnr-11 some times ,, " 
very strong, at other times welker-lf'ld its levt!l may 1ffect your pa11ner's willingneu to uy to improve tht relationsl\ip. The followong 
questtons •rt concerned witf\ your commitment level end some of its compc>nenu. 
1. What pe1 cent1gt of the time do you feel 95%+ 75!;, 50" 25% 5~-
supported by your partner? 
2. Wh•T percentage of the time do you feel 95%+ 75% 50" 25% 5%-
your partner brings out the best in you? 
3. What percent11gt of the time do you feel 95%+ 75% 50% 25% 5""-
ptoud to tell others about your partner? 
4. What P"rctntage of the time do you think 95%+ 75% 50% 25% 5%-
your p. 1ner fttls supported by you? 
5. What p.·1oentagf of the time do you fel'I 95%• 75% so•.o 25,. 5%-
thll you bring out th«- best in your partMr7 
6. Wl\at pe1oent1!1" of the lime do you think 95··.+ 75•. 50~. 25% 5%-
your partner is proud to iell others about 
hisfhcr rl'lltionship with you? 
7. What per oentage of the time that you spend 95%+ 75% 50% 25% 5%-
with your partner il happy for you? 
8. What p·•otntagt of the time that you spend 95%+ 75% 50" 25% 5%-
topther do you think is happy for your partner? 
9. How c:ommittl'd a··· you to remaining in 95%+ 75% 50" 25% 6%-
thi1 relationship? 
10. How committed do you think your partner 95%+ 75% 50" 25% 6%-
is to remaining in this rel1tiondlip7 
Thank you for thoughtfully completing this lnwntory. Please ehedl. each pege of the form to make C9rtain that evtry quenion hM 
-bun answered. If it is now at least 1 wm before your first 1P1>0intment, please meil i1 bid< to your counselor. If it i1 ll'Ss than 1 week 
until your firn 1ppointment, pie- bring the Inventory with you. 
12 
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Social Desirability Scale 
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T F 1. 
T F 'I. 
T F 3. 
T F '· T F s.
T F 6. 
T F 7. 
T f '· T f 9.
T f 10. 
T f 71. 
T f 12. 
T f 13. 
T F 7,, 
T f 15. 
T f J6. 
T f J7. 
T f u. 
T f J'L 
T f 'IQ. 
T f 17. 
T f 2'1. 
T f '13. 
T f '14. 
T f 25. 
T f '16. 
T f '17. 
T F 'II. 
T f '/CJ_ 
T f 30. 
T f 37. 
T f 3'1. 
T f 33. 
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SOCJAL VES1RA~1L1TV SCALE - CRl'lW"EIMARLOWE 
Bc~clte voting 1 th01tougltl.y .invut.igate. the. qua.Li6.i.c.a.tion1> 06 a1.1 
the. c.aricl<.datu. 
1 ne.vCJt huUa-te. to go out 06 '"!I Mn!J to helr .&ome.orle. ,£,, .tJtouble.. 
1.t ~ .&omct.il'le.6 ha.JLd 6o1L me. to go OP! llJlth my woltk .i.6 not e.nc.ouJl.tlgtd. 
1 have. ne.vv. .irltenHl!J d.ibl.ike.d anyorlt. 
On occ.46.ion.! 1 have. had doubu about rNJ o.b.i.Uty to .&ucce.e.d .in U6t. 
1 .&ome.timu 6tel 1tue.nt6ul whtrl 1 don't 9e.t "'IJ u>a.IJ. 
1 4111 alJAJO.y.& CD.Jtt6ul a.bout M!J inanne.Jt o& d1Lu.&. 
My t.a ble. llW1 nn e,,u aJte 44 90 od o..t liornt 44 flJlt e.n 1 tA.t out in o. It u tl1WIJJ. nt • 
16 1 could ge.t Wo o. 1110vie. w.ltliout paying 6o'L i.J. o.nd be. .&u.Jtt 1 KW net 
Hen, 1 would p1L0ba6ly do .it. · 
o,, a &(W ocC4.6.i.on1> 1 have. 9.ive.n up do.i.'19 .&ome.tlt.ing 6e.c.aiue. 1 thought too 
v.:u1. e. 0 6 •IJ 0. fiiLi;t !/. 
1 Lill. e. .to 90.uip o..t t.iJnu • 
T&Vte &ave b'e.vi t.irriu w6e.n 1 Jaave. 6e..U Ula 1te.be.lUn9 aga..i.11.4t people. .in 
autlto'L.Uy even though 1 t.n~· tfte.y wtJte. "...iglit. 
No Mi.tu who 1 4111 talfUng to, l'Yll al.way.& a g<'od wte.neJL. 
1 can 1te.memb0t. "play.in9 6.iCfi" to ge.t out og Bo.irlg 60mc.th.i.rig. 
The.1Le have De.en OCC.46.iOl\6 wfte.n 1 took aa\>antage. 0£ .&omeonc. 
1 'm alJAJO.y4· w.U.l...i.rtg to adm.U a alie.Pl 1 'W1fe. a 111.i.6take.. 
1 alJAJO. y t> "'-!! to pt.11 c.ti c e. ria,t 1 pt eac Ii • · 
1 don• t cine? it pa.M . .tr:ula:Jll.y tUU~cuU to ge.t a.tong w.i:th obnouoU6 people. 
1 .&ome.t.irriu "'-!! to ge.t eue.n, 11ill0t tfuzn i01t9.i"e. and 601!.ge.t. 
When J don't inOll' .&ome.tlii.'19, J ao,,•t At cl.l 'Wlind admUling .it. 
1 am alJAJO.y.& couue.ou.s, eve,, to people alio 4'1.e ai:611.91tt>eable.. 
At. liinu 1 &aoe. 11.e.a.lly wi!tiD 011 liitvbtg tlii1196 ll'llJ OQlll lm!f. 
Thva.e. have. be.en occa.6.c'.bl\.6 &die.n 1 futtit te.U We 61ftt161i.ing tlt.ir1g6. 
1 would PltvOl .tli.c:Plfi. o! ltU.cr19· lr"1tone rl.Ae. 5e. p.in.l61ie.d !o1l YD!J t1J1tor1gdo.i.r19. 
1 nevVt. ltUUl.t fie..i.119 46~tif to 1\e/..oi.n a. -g11001t. 
1 &ave. nevVL b"ee.n blhif Mien pLOplt nptU6~ i.de.ru ve.141 itc:g£r':e.nt ~m 
my own. 
1 nevVL niah a. lorlg bii.p llli.tli.out clie.cUng tlie. .&o£e.ty og ""!I ca1l. 
TbeM ba.ve bun ti.mu w~.en 1 11XU quite. jertl.~u.J; og tlir good £oltl'ur1e o& othVl.6. 
J have. o.hnc.&t ne.ot:'t gtU tfi.e IOIBI! to tell .&C'llleone d.6e.. oU. 
1 am 6ome.t.irrit6 .iMila.te.il fiy re.ople. Jio ad gav01!.6 oa Wit. 
1 ha"e r1et>OL £el.t tlU:tt J 1111.6 p.in.l6Jie.a cui.tliout c41L6e.. 
1 60l!le.tc'.111u th.ink Jren people fiiroe. a 1M.6!a1Lturlt thl!J) only got what 
the.y due.Med. · 
1 ha ve. ,, eve.11 dell 6eNJ..t e.ly ui.d .6 OIDe.tfu'. '19 t luit fut'1t .6O!lle.D11 t '6 ! e e.l.i.Plg 6 • 
APPENDIX N 
Spiritual Wellbeing Scale 
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SPJRlT~AL WELLBEJNC SCALE 
For eact. of the following statements circle the choice that best 
indicates the extent of your agreement or disagreement as it describes 
vour personal experiencea 
D • Disagree SA • Strongly Agree 
MA • Moderately Agree 
A "' Agree 
J1lD • Moderately Disagree 
SD = Strongly Disagree 
1. I don't find rouch satisfaction in private prayer with God. SA 1f.A A D MD SD 
SA MA A D MD SD 
SA MA A D MD SD 
SA MA A D MD SD 
SA MA A D Jr.D SD 
2. I don't know who I am, my origin, or where I'm going. 
3.· I believe that God loves me and cares abo·..it me. 
4 I feel that life is a positive experience. 
5. I believe that God is impersonal and not interested in 
my daily situation. 
6. l feel unsettled about my future. 
?· l have a personally meaningful relations~ip with God. 
8. l feel v~ry fulfilled and satisfied with my life. 
9, I don't get much personal strength and support from God 
10. I feel a sense of well-being about the direction my life 
SA fl.A A D MD SD 
SA fl.A A D MD SD 
SA MA A D MD SD 
SA MA AD MD SD 
SA MA A D tt.D SD 
is headed in. 
11. I believe that God is concerned about my problems. 
32. I don't enjoy much about life, 
13. I don't t.ave a personally &atisfying relationship with Cod 
14. I feel good about my future. 
SA MA AD MD SD 
SA MA A D Jr.D SD 
SA fl.A A D MD SD 
SA ft".A A D MD SD 
15. My relationship with God helps me not to feel lonelv. 
16. I feel that life is full of conflict and unhappiness. 
1?. I feel most fulfilled when I am in close communion with 
18. Life doesn't have much meaning. 
19. fl.y relation to God contributes to my sense of wellbeing. 
20. I believe there is some real purpose for my life. 
SA MA AD MD SD 
SA MA AD MD SD 
CodSA MA A D MD SD 
SA MA A D MD SD 
SA MA A D 1"iD SD 
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BACKGROU~p INFC~XATION 
Sex 1 --~ale __ Female 







::::::: Other• (specify) 
-~ less than $5,000 per year 
;
s.ooo to $9.991 p~r year ::=::: 10,000to114,999 per yfar 
15,000 to 19,999 f'r yta' 
-- 20,000 to :.:9,999 ]..t:r year 
::::::: J0,000 to 49,r.99 per year 
__ 50,000 or more per year · 
1st marriage 
--- 2nd marriage 
:::::: )rd marriage 
__ 4th marriage 
Catholic 
-- Jewish 
--- Protestant - specify ::::::=:: Other - specify 
None 
denomination 
frequ~~SY o~h.~!Sh _ Less than one time per year 
!11.e_r1.9.<.?~'1£.! _ Once or twice per year 
__ Between three and twelve times per year 
_ Between or1ce pi::- month and once per week 
Weekly . 
::::: More than once per week 
Do you profess to be a Christia~? Yes No 
If yes, which of the follow!ng ~ describes your views1 
_ I resrect and attempt to follow the ethical teaching of Christ 
_ I have received Jesus Christ into my life as Lord and Savior 
Circle the number which indicates how important reliclon is to you1 
Not at allt 1 
have no religion 
2 ) 4 5 6 1 Extremely important1 my 
religious faith is the center 
of my entire life 
Length of courtship in months Date of marriage ----~--
APPENDIX VI 
FSS Leader's Verbal Script 
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Filmstrip I,eader's Yerba.1 Script 
You will be watching a three-part f ilrostrip series entitled 
"Listening Skills.• Part One is called "What is Listening?" This 
segment stresses ·the need to recognize different listening 
situations and adjust the process accordingly. Part '!Wo, 
•Techniques for Listening• offers suggestions for becaning a 
better listener by defining specific skills. The last segment is 
called "Special Listening Situations• and it addresses several 
especially demanding situations. 
After each part has been shown, you will be given a set of 
discussion questions to discuss in your groups. You will have 60 
minutes to discuss these itans. It is expected that each 
individual in the group will feel free to participate and express 
his or her opinions openly and honestly. 
Note: The verbal script was read at the introduction of the first 
FSS session. For each subsequent session the leader acted 
essentially as a proctor; he showed the filmstrips and passed out 
the discussion questions. 
APPENDIX VI I 
FSS and CCP Schedules and Format 
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Filmstrip Participants' Schedule 
Session I 1 -
1. Filmstrip "What is Listening?" 
2. Break 
3. Self evaluation·by subjects 
4. Discussion of self evaluation 
Session I 2 -
1. Filmstrip "Techniques for Listening" 
2. Break 
3. ().lestions on filmstrip 
4. Break 
5. Discuss inattentive audience 
Session t 3 -
1. Filmstrip "Special Listening Situations" 
2. Break 
3. Discussion questions 
Session t 4 -
1. Group evaluation of film series 
2. Break 
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Part One: Self Evaluation on Listening 
l. Are you generally interested in other people and what 
they have to say? YES N) 
2. Even when you're listening to saneone who initially bores 
you, can you find ways to get interested in the talk? YES N) 
3. If a subject sounds difficult, are you willing to try to 
listen anyway rather than dismissing it? YES N) 
4. Can you understand and appreciate views that are very 
different fran your own? YES N) 
s. If saneone criticizes you, can you listen quietly and 
let him finish before you reply? YES ro 
6. Can you listen to and understand people who you 
personally dislike? YES N) 
7. Do you show others you are listening through your 
body language? YES N) 
8. Do you give verbal feedback to the speaker? YES N) 
9. Are you usually able to rernenber what was said? YES N) 
10. Do you pick up on clues such as body language which 
the sp:::--,k€:-r may not be aware of? YES ro 
11. Do you ;iake a sincere attempt to understand what the 
speaker has to say before you resi;x:>nd? YES N) 
Total Yes's 
Total No's 
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Discussion Questions: Part Two 
l. Why is listening considered a skill? 
2. What is listening readiness? 
3. How does the concept of •enlightened self-interest• apply to 
listening? 
4. What are the main techniques of listening? 
5. What is listening •sp:re tine" and how is it used effectively? 
6. What is nondirective listening? 
7. What is the difference between subjective and objective listening? 
After you have discussed the above questions, please discuss the 
following question: 
Have you ever performed for or given a speech to an inattentive 
audience? Describe your experience. How did that audience affect you 
as a speaker? 
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Discussion Questions: Part Three 
l. Why are group meetings and discussions considered difficult 
listening situations? 
2. Is enpathy the same as syrrpathy? Why is it considered a 
listening skill? 
3. What is a "frame of reference"? 
4. Can concentration really be taught as a skill? 
5. What is the difference between a thesis and a generalization? 
6. How is "critical listening" achieved? 
7. The program differentiates between various listening 
situations. In what situations do you feel you should listen the 
rost carefully? The least? In what situations do you feel that you 
can .sinply tune out what is being said? 
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CCP Synopsis 
The Couple Camtunic.ation Program training consists of five to 
eight couples who meet with an instructor for 12 hours. Usually 
sessions are held over a four-week period, each session running 
for three hours. Each session includes mini-lectures, exercises, 
and skill practice with feedback. Between sessions, i:articipants 
read and experiment with camunication skills. Sessions build 
upon each other and on the activities between sessions. 
The Text Talking Together is provided for p;trticipants to 
increase their learning outside the group. Talking Together 
presents descriptions and examples of the canrrunic.ation frameworks 
and skills taught in C'CP. The book also contains numerous 
exercises to help i:artners practice skills between sessions, 
thereby transfering learning to their relationship outside the 
group. 
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CCP Participant's Schedule 
Session t 1 -
l. Introductions 20 minutes 
2. Introduce term "issue" 10 minutes 
3. Discuss feelings/intentions 15 minutes 
4. Demonstrate self-disclosure 10 minutes 
5. Present "Awareness Wheel" 15 minutes 
6. Practice self-disclosure 10 minutes 
7. Refreshment break 15 minutes 
8. Discuss current issue 60 minutes 
9. Partners practice skills 10 minutes 
10. Q.Jestions about session 15 minutes 
Session t 2 -
1. Review particii;:ants' names 
2. Review "Awareness Wheel" 
3. "Tuning into your partner• 
4. Shared meaning process 
5. Shared meaning practice 
6. ()Jestions and CC1'1lllents 
7. Refreshment break 
8. Shared meaning/partner 
9. Procedure setting tine 
10. Discuss current issue 
Session t 3 -
1. Agenda format 
2. Canrnunication framework 
3. Canmunication silllllation 
4. Refreshment break 
5. Discuss current issue 
6. Review and questions 
Session I 4 -
l. Review Camunication 
2. Self/other esteen 
3. Partner's assigronents 
4. Refreshment break 
5. Discuss current issue 
6. Share positive points 

























Background Statistics for Group 
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BACKGPOUND INFORMATION 
CCP FSS CONT POL 
l. ltge: 
Tlange: 20-49 21-27 20-35 
Mean: 30.38 23. 63 24.88 
Standard deviation: 7.29 2.06 2.25 
2. Education: 
Ran9e: 10-16 12-17 12-20 
Mean: 14. 38 14 .56 15.94 
Standard deviation: 2.06 l. 41 2.35 
3. Income: 
Range: 5-50,000 5-29,000 l0-29,000 
Hean: 3.81 2.19 3.94 
Standard deviation: 2.10 1. 38 .es 
4. Mar Hal status: 
Range: 1-3 l-2 l-2 
Mean: 1.44 l.12 J.00 
Standard de' iation: • 72 • 50 o. 00 
5. Church Affiliation: 
Assembly of God: 6 l 0 
Christian Church: 7 0 3 
Church of Christ: 2 5 1 
Neighborhood Church 0 6 3 
Baptist l 4 9 
6'. Frequency of Attendance: 
Range: 3-6 3-6 3-6 
~ean: 4.75 5.3S 4.75 
Standard deviation: .58 1.02 1.18 
7. Ethical or Born ltgain: 
Range: 1-2 1-2 1-2 
Mean: 2 1.81 1. 81 
Standard deviation: o· .40 .40 
e. Importance of Religion: 
J!ange: S-7 S-7 4-7 
.Hean: 6.50 6.63 6.38 
Standard deviation: .82 .62 1.26 
9. Courtship: 
J!ange: S-24 3-36 6-34 
.Hean: 14 .63 18.38 23.75 
Standard deviation: 6. 71 9.74 17.04 
Note: See Background Forr.1 (Appendix V) for coding on these figures. 
On Frequency of ltttendance, less than one time per year was coded as 
a l, the next category as a 2, and so on. Ethical was coded a l, Born 
Again coded a 2. Church affiliation simply lists the churches which 
were represented in the study. 
APPENDIX IX 
Correlation Matrix for Pre-Test 
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CCP Demographic Correlation Matrix 
CCR CA SO RW'8 EWB SWB SEX ROR FAM CNV GOS ·AFC PSC TTO FIN Aqe Sex Edu Inc Sta Ch Att Pro Illlp Cour 
GCR 
CA .S3 
so .12 .09 
RW9 .25 -.25 -.44" 
EW8 .45 .17 -.38 .09 
SWB .47 -.07 -.5S • 78 .69 
SEX -.33 -.4S -.06 -.04 -.39 -.27 
ROR ,27 -,07 -.10 -.19 .55 .21 -.13 
FAM .11 -.40 -.11 .27 .40 .44 ,r7 .24 
CNV .26 .12 .12 .08 .27 .23 -.71 .18 
cos -.38 -.41 -.02 .21 -.s0 -.22 .00 -.38 
AFC -.23 -.34 -.19 .36 -.42 .04 .73 -.28 
PSC -.24 -.32 -.OS .28 -.42 -.06 .66 -.20 
TrO -.2s -.35 .10 .25 -.39 -.06 .65 -.53 
FIN -.o7 -.34 .05 .13 -.31 -.lo .84 -.14 
Aqe ~.o4 -.lo .44 -.21 -.OJ -.17 .31 -.17 
Sex -.39 .oo .Ol -.09 .69 -.49 .09 -.31 
F.du -.22 -.20 -.52 -.06 .17 .06 .47 .03 
Inc .ls -.16 .07 -.20 .46 .14 .01 .18 
Sta -.OS -.23 .17 -.35 .28 -.OB .22 .12 
Ch A .43 .39 .38 -.01 -.06 -.04 .07 -.31 
Att .19 .41 -.27 .24 .32 .38 -.46 -.JS 
Pro .72 .68 -.06 .22 .45 .'14 -.".>4 .20 
Imp .62 .63 -.02 .39 .28 .46 -.65 -.10 
Court-.16 -.03 .39 -.lo -.Sl -.J9 .17 -.os 
Group .oo .oo .oo .oo~ .oo .oo .oo .oo 
Note: SEX • Sexual Dissatisfaction 
ROR • Role Orientation 
FAM • Family History of Distress 
TTO • Time Toqether 
.01 
-.14 -.77 
- • 02 - • 79 • 94 
- .10 - • 78 • 92 • 92 
.2S -.68 .69 .71 .S9 
-.12 -.62 .71 .66 .63 
-.49 .36 .29 .J6 .48 
-.37 .Ol .07 -.03 -.06 
.09 -.34 .26 .31 .17 
.28 -.11 -.02 -.os .01 
.S8 -.19 -.08 -.16 -.13 
.08 -.18 -.os -.08 .02 
.04 .27"-,40 -.J6 -.41 
.01 .28 -.s5 -.37 -.33 
-.01 .39 -.so -.36 -.33 
-.63 -.20 .51 .41 .57 
.oo .oo .oo .oo .oo 
.61 
.16 .22 
-.Ol -.03 -.JS 
.10 .38 -.22 -.19 
-.01 .01 .56 -.se .31 
.11 -.07 .65 -.27 .15 
.20 .21 .20 .oo -.1s 
-.09 -.51 -.os .oo -.Jl 
-.31 -.11 -.16 -.39 .12 
-.22 -.42 -.lJ .oo -.ss 
.08 • 34 .09 .04 - .24 










• 34 .s7 .91 
-.18-.47-.24 -.19 
.oo .oo .oo .oo 
The two subscales DSC (Oissatisf action with Children) and CCR 
Conflict over Childrearing were not administered to the subjects 
because they were childless. This applies to the following two 
correlation matrices also. 





























FSS Del'llOqraphic Correlation Matrix 
C".CR CA RWB EWB SWB SEX ROR FAM CNV GOS Are PSC TTO FIN ~e Sex Edu Inc Sta Ch Att Pro Imp Cour so 
GCR 
CA .43 
so .01 .o& 
!Ml .42 .09 . :2 
twB .69 .34 .14 .61 
SWB .64 .25 .30 .87 .92 
SEX -.37 .18 -.15 •,64 -.38 -.56 
llOR .03 -.33 -.07 -.34 -.24 -.32 -.13 
FAM •.18 -.15 .40 .24 .28 .29 -.OS -.10" 
CN'' .52 .52 .02 .29 .52 .4C· -.23 .17 .04 _ 
GOS -.56 .OB .38 -.18 -.47 -.38 .53 -.30 .2S -.42 
AFC •.47 .12 .10 -.28 -.33 -.34 .44 -.37 .42 -.17 .S7 
PSC •.32 -.37 .Ol -.33 -.41 -.42 .19 .15 .46 -.30 .18 .41 
TrO -.37 -.69 .14 .12 -.12 -.01 .os -.06 .19 -.43 .14 .16 .o4 
FIN -.30 -.OS .38 .07 .Ol .03 .48 -.34 .72 -.14 .54 .S9 .44 .40 
~e -.ll .13 -.13 -.U .09 -.02 .39 -.38 -.2S -.22 .02 -.06 -.OS •,03 .03 
Sex .09 .17 .13 .19 -.13 .Ol -.09 -.11 -.21 .17 .23 .00 -.26 .02 -.08 -.44 
Edu -.09 .37 -.09 -.26 -.02 ~.14 .29 .13 -.28 -.02 .14 -.24 -.37 -.41 -.2S .44 
Inc -.o4 -.21 .11 -.16 -.27 -.25 -.20 .2s -.21 -.48 .09 -.11 -.01 :09 -.3S -.2J 
Sta .27 .JS -.JS .03 .21 .15 -.17 .22 -.16 .60 -.20 -.25 -.28 -.24 -.21 .26 
Ch A .•2 .38 -.06 .01 .oe -.os .02 .21 .45 .46 -.01 -.25 .oe .1e .o4 -.11 
Att •.06 .52 .07 .ll .28 .23 .19 -.Sl .12 .34 .28 .44 -.45 -.07 .16 .10 
Pro -.lS -.12 .03 -.03 -.25 -.17 -.41 ·.27 .ol -.23 .lJ -.19 .2S -.40 -.39 -.09 
1111p .37 .01 .19 .68 .37 .57 -.4<> -.32 -.20 .ls -.oe -.31 -.65 .19 -.12 .21 
court .15 -.13 -.42 -.24 -.12 -.19 .24 -.J2 -.24 -.19 -.14 .21 .20 .os -.lo .48 












-.01 .J6 ~00 
.17 .43 .16 ~11 
.Jl .4J .12 • 23 --."3'0 
.07 .16 .07 .24 -.03 ---
-.27 .13 -.34 .01 . 02 - . 29':.":"34 



























Control Demographic Correlation Matrix 
CCR CA SD 1818 EW8 SWB SEX ROR FM OW COS AFC PSC TTO FIN Age Sex Edu Inc Sta Ch Att Pro I111p Cour 
CCR 
CA .6S 
so .16 .44 
RW1I .44 .34 .2S 
EW8 .46 .11 .16 .JO 
SW8 .S4 .32 .26 .92 .6S 
SEX .09 .06 •.34 .26 •.09 .17 
f!OR •.01 •.04 •.28 ·.S7 .()8 -.42 .09 
FAM .12 .20 -.OS -.02 .36 .13 .15 .31 
or: .2s .4o .42 -.os .33 .o9 -.49 -.o3 .28 
cos .16 -.14 -.63 .2s .16 .27 .41 -.06 .29 -.14 
AFC -.29 -.63 -.72 .Ol -.04 -.Ol .43 -.09 -.11 -.64 .Sl 
PSC -.26 -.31 -.37 -.11 -.16 -.16 .37 .33 .23 -.61 .28 .41 
TTO .24 .31 .20 .33 .04 .28 .08 -.17 .41 -.01 .27 -.08 .49 
FIN ,2S .04 .38 .16 ,43 .30 -.12 -.17 .32 ,23 .13 -.18 .19 ,67 
Age .27 ,JJ -.19 .01 -.J2 -.01 -.J2 .68 .os -.J4 .09 .08 .ls .12 -.20 
Sex •,02 .07 .OS .2S -.20 .11 -.28 -.04 .06 .16 .OO -.lS -.12 .14 -.22 .23 ---
Edu .ls -.06 -.19 -.22 -.10 -.25 -.10 -.00 -.J6 -.2s -.21 .11 .16 -.00 -.o9 .33 -.41 
Inc -.26 -.12 -.2J .09 -.12 .OJ .66 -.04 .ls -.o7 .Jl .42 .21 .13 -.07 .·38 -.01 -:ii 
Sta -.OS -.23 .17 -.32 .27 .JS .03 .21 .22 .ls .03 .21 .12 -.Ol .26 .08 -.10 -.13 
Ch A .s2 .ss .s7 .46 .67 .64 -.11 -.19 -.01 .41 -.01 -.36 -.29 .00 .26 -.2s -.25 -.o4 
Att .21 .08 -.02 .27 .02 .23 .13 ~.69 -.31 .09 .12 .17 -.SS -.28 -.lS .21 -.11 .16 
Pro .08 .Jl -.10 .49 -.21 .31 .47 -.39 -.19 .03 .28 .21 -.33 -.10 -.44 .21 .16 -.29 
i.p .13 .2s -.o4 .s4 -.11 .39 .49 -.s1 -.ls .04 .Jo .19 -.42 -.10 -.J4 .2s .10 -.33 
Court .22 -.11 -.J8 .08 .16 .lJ -.09 .• 04 -.46 .09 .04 .26 -.26 -.49 -,37 -.22 .oo .33 
croup .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo 
:i8-
.15 .oo 
.05 .oo -.Y9 
.54 .12 .14 .·•is· 
.46 .17 . 11 .65 .94 
.os .10 .24 .21 .26 .Yo 
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F Test Results 
Post test 




Social Desirability NS 
Spiritual Wellbeing NS 
Existential Wellbeing CCP<FSS 
p<.05 
Religious Wellbeing NS 
Global Dissatisfaction NS 
Affective Camn.inication NS 
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Gro.JP ML/INS, ADJUSTED MF.ANS r. STANDARD DE.VIATIOOS 
OCR-PRE CA-PRE SO-PRE ms-PRE AFC-PRE PSC,-PRE <NV-PRE i:MrPRE EWB-PRE ~PRE 
CCP tTP- 43.25 46.50 13.06 12.69 9.44 16.19 6.81 56.13 53.25 109.38 
CCP s- 4.18 6.26 . 4. 74 11.71 6.29 9.08 5.42 5.27 4.55 7.26 
FSS m= 47.38 47.69 13.88 6.06 5,94 11.13 8.56 57.44 SS.Bl 113.25 
FSS s:- 10.BB 4.662 5.73 3.77 2.19 5.06 5.34 4.64 . 14.51 9.26 
Control ms 44.65 51.63 16.69 1.50 2.56 3.63 11.94 52.00 53.06 105.06 
Control s- 2.50 3.53 6.94 ,87 2.06 2.03 4.26 10.09 5.20 12.65 
OCRPOST CAPOST SDPOOT Q)SPQS'l' N'CPOS'I' POCIOST ONPOST R4BPOSl' &lBPOS'1' 9"BPOST 
CCP ms 44.88 52.31 13.38 10.25 7,63 11.69 5.25 54.44 50.0 104.438 
CCP s- 3.77 5.54 4.87 9.52 4.73 7.57 4.24 8.82 ·8.65 16.95 
FSS m- 47.44 49.88 13.31 5,50 5,50 10.06 8.81 57.38 57.06 114.44 
FSS s-- 2.76 4.99 S.92 3.71 2.35 4.28 5,16 4.54 . 3.68 7.37 
Control m= 47.56 51,88 16.75 1.38 2.50 3.50 12.06 51.88 53.50 105.38 
Control s= 2.57 3.95 5.95 .78 2.09 2.0 4.28 10.15 5.30 12.67 
OOH'Cl.. CA-FOL SO-FCL CDS-FOL AFC-FOL PSC-FCL <NV-Fa.. fff."'!.'-FCL &IB-FOL ~FOL 
CCP""" 43.44 48.13 13.25 11.88 8.56 14.13 5.69 56.00 52.94 108.94 
CCP s= 4.17 7.89 . 5.04 11.56 6.18 9.51 4,88 14.45 4.26 7.06 
rss m= 47,38 47.94 13.75 5.88 5.56 10.81 8.56 57.44 55.81 113.25 
l'SS s:- 2.78 ... 49 5.80 3.69 1.87 4.94 5.34 ... 64 5.58 9.26 
(l)l"ltrol """ 47.44 51.63 16.69 1.50 2.56 3.63 11.94 52.00 53.06 105.06 
Control s= 2.49 3.53 6.23 .86 2.06 2.03 4.26 10.09 5.20 12.65 
Adjusted Post Means for Schef fe test 
CA-FOS'I' POC-FOS'I' ON-POOT · EWB-l-osl' 
cx::P adj .... 53.34 11.70 5.24 49.97 
F'SS adj. ""' .. 9.90 10.08 8.82 57.05 
Control adj. """ 51.91 3.52 12.07 53.51 
Possible range for Ten Dependent Measures 
l, OCR I 0-50 2. CA : C>-65 3. SD : 0-33 4. a:>s: o-45 5. ON: 0-21 
6. AFC : 0-26 7. PSC: 0-38 8. Hm: C>-60 9. EWB: 0-60 10. SWB: 0-120 
Note: On General · Camdbnent to the Relationship, Camunication Assessment, Spiritual 
Wellbeing, Rel i9ious Wellbeing, and Existential Wellbeing high scores are considered good. 
On Social Desirability, Global Dissati~faction, Conventionalization, Affective 
Ccrtm.1nication, and Problem Solving Camunicatfon low scores are considered gcod. 
APPENDIX XII 
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Correlation Matrix 
GCR-PR OCR-PO GCR-FO CA-i'R CA-ro CA-FO S>-PR S>-PO S>-FO Rm-PR Rm-PO Rm-FO Dm-PR Dm-PO Dm-FO 
OCR-PR 1.00 
OCR-PO .90 1.00 
GCR-FO .98 .fl9 1.00 
CA-PR .55 .44 .53 1.00 
CA-PO .24 .24 .21 .78 1.00 
CA-FO .47 .J6 .47 .94 .83 1.00 
S>-PR .18 .11 .17 .26 .16 .27 1.00 
S>-PO .14 .06 .13 .21 .13 .23 .91 1.00 
SD-PO .is .01 .16 .23 .12 .26 .97 .90 1.00 
Rm-PR .20 .31 .22 -.07 .07 -.04 .03 .07 .03 1.00 
Rm-PO .21 .28 .23 -.01 .os .02 -.04 .08 ·-.02 .88 1.00 
Rm-FO .18 .28 .20 -.os .06 -.03 .02 .07 .04 .99 .89 1.00 
Bm-PR .47 .48 .45 .16 .02 .04 -.01 -.Ol -.07 .33 .26 .31 1.00 n Dm-PO .J9 .37 .39 .09 -.04 .01 -.14 .Ol -.14 .34 .58 .35 .61 1.00 0 
Dm-FO .44 .42 .44 .15 -.04 .OJ -.03 .07 -.02 .33 .29 .34 .93 .64 1.00 c: -0 
9'18-PR .38 .46 .38 .()3 .06 -.01 .Ol .04 -.Ol .87 .76 .86 .74 .55 .71 _, 
9'18-PO .33 .36 .33 .04 .91 .02 -.09 .os -.08 .72 .91 .73 .47 .86 .Sl (1) VI 
9'18-FO .35 .42 .36 .OJ .02 -.01 -.04 .os .01 .87 .78 .88 .69 .57 .74 
G:>S-PR -.51 -.J4 -.so . -.41 -.06 -.27 -.11 -.OB -.(IR .17 .12 .16 -.Jl -.25 -.27 n 0 
QJS-PO -.51 -.37 -.49 -.41 -.10 -.29 -.10 -.09 -.09 .17 .10 .15 -.JO -.27 -.28 ~ G:>S-FO -.52 -.37 -.so -.41 -.07 -.30 -.09 -.00 -.OB .17 .10 .18 -.30 -.24 -.29 c: 
AFC-PR -.45 -.31 -.43 -.42 -.11 -.30 -.Jl -.27 -.27 .21 .17 .24 -.21 -.17 -.18 ::::! 
AFC-PO -.35 -.26 -.32 -.39 -.16 -.27 -.32 -.32 -.32 .24 .20 .23 -.21 -.11 -.13 
...... 
n 
AFC-FO -.43 -.27 -.42 -.43 -.14 -.32 -.31 -.30 -·29 .21 .18 .22 -.21 -.15 -.21 Ill c-+ POC-PR -.44 -.30 -.42 -.48 -.19 -.34 -.22 -.19 -.19 .lB .14 .17 -.21 -.21 -.20 ...... 
POC-PO -.39 -.25 -.36 -.47 -.22 -.33 -.22 -.23 -.23 .17 .13 .17 -.23 -.20 -.21 0 
POC-FO -.42 -.26 -.39 -.4B -.22 -.36 -.17 -.17 -.13 .lB .13 .19 -.26 -.20 -.24 
::::! 
ON-PR .41 .38 .36 .42 .29 .34 .27 .25 .21 -.06 -.os -.lB .30 .24 .27 -c -s ON-PO .42 .35 .35 .51 .28 .35 .2B .31 .23 -.12 -.04 -.15 .2B .Jl .2B 0 






































































-.01 .98 l.00 
-.02 .99 .91 
.03 .as .86 
.03 .so .81 
.01 .82 .83 
.06 .91 .89 
.ll .79 .Bi. 
.os .so .Bl 
.08 -.61 -.62 
.os -.59 -.60 
-.01 -.60 -.60 
l.00 
.86 1.00 
.81 .es l.00 
.84 .86 .89 1.00 
.88 .86 .82 .83 1.00 
.79 .77 .83 .82 • 91 l.00 
.91 .75 .83 .83 .94 .88 1.00 
-.59 -.65 -.66 -.62 -.64 -.68 -.63 1.00 
-.56 -.63 -.67 -.60 -.61 -.66 -.61 .91 1.00 
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CCP Pre-Test Scores 
SUbjects WU:A S2 e e am m D EM Wll ws .w: m: rm m 
fl '6 47 14 59 58 117 10 10 6 s 13 ' 17 12 12 
t2 49 52 15 60 48 108 15 10 6 2 21 16 17 16 12 
t3 44 47 19 54 54 108 5 14 5 6 15 10 18 · 10 3 
u 39 54 16 53 45 98 ' 7 2 l 23 12 26 11 6 
ts 48 47 18 59 57 116 2 18 11 7 6 8 19 8 1 
t6 43 52 5 59 53 112 9 15 4 l 21 17 26 6 3 
17 45 40 9 57 58 115 16 21 l4 ·2 16 12 20 8 9 
ta 36 44 16 43 51 94 10 12 7 7 6 2 3 7 l 
t9 '6 56 15 44 58 102 8 23 l 4 _4 6 13 3 8 
_no 47 49 23 54 48 102 1 16 3 19 2 l 7 0 3 
tll 47 51 8 60 60 120 3 16 5 15 l 2 6 l 2 
fl2 45 43 9 59 54 113 3 17 5 12 0 3 8 4 3 
113 41 39 11 60 49 109 14 11 3 2 39 23 34 11 11 
114 34 30 14 58 47 105 19 16 6 2 33 18 30 14 14 
115 42 45 10 60 57 117 1 14 12 13 l 7 7 10 0 
tl6 40 48 7 59 55 114 1 14 3 11 2 5 8 ' 2 
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CCP Poet-'l'est Scores 
8.Jbje:s:;ts a::a ca S2 e D!ill e m BOB rati '2'lll G2S Mt B.!: rm E:m 
fl 48 55 11 s~ 49 104 10 6 6 2 17' 11 15 14 11 
12 49 60 13 60 SO llO 13 s 12 3 10 12 15 10 9 
13 46 52 14 28 24 S2 1 8 4 2 14 8 16 9 2 
14 40 SB 21 58 49 107 2 6 4 4 19 11 22 9 6 
ts 48 48 17 58 56 114 11 14 4 l 4 6 10 4 2 
16 44 60 6 60 53 113 9 14 4 l 18 14 19 5 2 
17 45 44 21 59 58 117 13 14 s 6 11 8 11 7 7 
ta 36 52 13 39 42 81 19 22 14 s s 1 1 6 1 
19 46 so 11 47 45 92 9 23 2 8 3 s 10 2 8 
tlO 47 58 24 52 45 97 0 18 1 15 1 0 s 0 2 
Ill 47 56 9 60 59 119 4 14 4 8 2 6 8 3 5 
112 50 so 9 59 51 110 s 15 6 3 0 2 6 3 2 
113 46 48 10 60 52 112 14 10 2 l 30 18 28 10 11 
114 40 40 14 58 47 105 18 16 s 2 28 10 20 10 12 
115 40 50 12 60 60 120 1 12 12 12 1 6 s 8 0 
116 46 56 9 58 60 118 1 14 3 11 1 4 6 4 2 
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a:P FollOW'-Up Test Scores 
SUb:ies:tli a:s ca SC e wa e s~ a ~ WIZ a&S .m:: m: ::rm m 
11 47 50 11 55 49 104. 10 10 6 5 15 10 16 13 12 
12 49 56 15 60 50 110 15 10 6 3 17 14 16 12 10 
13 44 47 19 54 54 108 1 8 4 2 14 8 16 9 2 
14 40 58 20 56 50 106 9 7 2 l 23 12 26 11 6 
15 48 47 18 59 57 116 2 18 11 7 6 8 19 8 1 
16 44 60 6 60 53 113 9 14 ' 1 18 14 19 5 2 
17 45 40 9 57 58 115 16 21 14 2 12 9 12 7 9 
18 36 44 16 43 51 94 10 12 7 7 5 1 1 6 1 
19 46 56 15 44 58 102 9 23 2 8 3 5 10 2 8 
flO 47 58 24 52 45 97 1 16 3 19 1 0 6 0 3 
Ill 47 49 8 60 60 120 3 16 5 1 2 5 1 2 4 
112 45 43 9 59 54 113 ' 16 5 9 0 2 7 3 2 
113 41 39 11 60 49 109 14 11 3 2 39 23 34 11 11 
114 34 30 14 58 47 105 19 16 6 2 33 18 30 14 14 
115 42 45 10 60 57 117 1 14 3 11 1 4 7 ' 2 
116 40 48 7 59 55 114 1 14 3 11 1 ' 6 ' 2 
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FSS Pre-Test Scores 
s.t:>ject.aa Bl! CA &2 Jtl!Uh'.a H tu BE EM ~ GlS !El: JS: :rm f:l?i 
tl 45 49 21 60 60 120 . 6 12 14 6 9 10 17 9 11 
12 41 45 21 59 45 104 12 12 8 5 17 8 13 10 10 
13 47 42 10 59 57 ll5 .. l1 7 8 .. 8 16 9 4 
14 46 47 12 59 57 116 9 15 5 14 3 6 8 10 5 
15 46 50 3 60 60 120 8 9 5 4 5 4 5 6 3 
16 49 53 20 60 59 119 6 8 2 5 8 4 5 6 2 
17 49 51 14 55 58 113 17 12 4 6 8 7 7 11 9 
18 49 48 13 59 60 119 8 9 8 11 4 7 10 9 8 
19 50 54 20 59 60 119 4 18 5 18 2 4 5 3 l 
tlO 50 54 6 58 60 118 5 17 4 20 3 4 6 5 2 
Ill 42 43 6 41 45 86 16 19 5 2 8 7 17 7 4 
112 48 55 10 53 46 99 11 13 3 ' 9 9 17 3 4 
113 50 44 15 60 59 119 7 17 8 9 2 2 21 ' 7 114 50 44 21 59 57 116 3 14 4 15 4 7 13 ' 9 
tlS 46 40 12 58 so 108 3 17 3 2 3 4 10 11 2 
116 50 44 18 60 60 120 5 18 ·8 ' 8 4 8 9 4 
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FSS Post-Test Scores 
&iljes::t.5 B:B. 12 SQ eee m a::m EM ~ !ilS At:I: :es: xm rm 
t1 45 48 21 60 60 120 6 12 14 6 7 9 15 8 11 
t2 41 50 21 59 51 110 12 12 8 4 16 7 12 10 10 
t3 47 44 8 59 57 116 4 11 7 8 3 6 14 9 4 
... 46 47 10 59 57 116 7 17 4 14 2 s 7 8 5 
ts 47 52 3 60 60 120 8 9 5 5 4 3 4 5 4 
t6 49 60 20 60 60 120 5 10 l 7 7 3 2 5 2 
t7 49 52 12 55 60 115 19 12 .. 6 9 9 9 12 10 
ts 49 52 10 56 56 112 10 9 9 12 5 8 12 9 8 
t9 so 54 20 59 60 119 ' 18 4 17 2 ' 5 2 1 
tlO so 54 8 58 60 118 ' 15 ' 20 2 2 ' 4 2 
tll 42 48 6 41 so 91 14 19 5 2 6 5 15 5 4 
tl2 48 57 8 55 50 105 10 12 3 8 6 6 12 l 4 
tl3 so 46 15 60 60 120 7 17 8 9 1 l 16 s 7 
114 so 50 21 59 58 117 3 14 4 lS 3 6 12 6 9 
us 46 40 12 58 54 112 3 17 3 2 5 8 12 11 2 
116 50 44 18 60 60 120 s 18 8 6 10 6 10 9 4 
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FSS Folle»-up Test Scores 
~jectl: SJ:B r.A SQ llilHHUlm m BJB r!M !lfl G!S AE:s: m: rm [W 
tl 45 49 21 60 60 120 6 12 14' 6 9 8 16 8 11 
12 41 48 21 59 45 104 12 12 8 5 16 7 12 10 10 
t3 47 43 9 59 57 116 4 11 7 8 3 7 15 9 4 
14 46 47 11 59 57 116 7 17 5 14 2 5 7 9 5 
ts 46 50 3 60 60 120 8 9 5 4 5 4 5 6 3 
16 49 53 20 60 59 119 6 8 2 s 8 4 5 6 2 
t7 49 51 14 SS 58 113 17 12 4 6 8 7 7 11 9 
ts 49 48 13 59 60 119 8 9 8 11 4 7 10 9 8 
19 50 54 20 59 60 119 4 18 5 18 2 4 5 3 l 
tlO 50 54 6 58 60 118 5 17 4 20 3 4 6 5 2 
tll 42 43 6 41 45 86 16 19 5 2 8 7 17 7 4 
tl2 48 55 10 53 46 99 11 13 3 6 9 9 17 3 4 
tl3 50 44 15 60 59 119 7 17 8 9 2 2 21 6 7 
114 50 44 21 59 57 116 3 14 4 15 4 6 12 6 9 
115 46 40 12 58 so 108 3 17 3 2 3 4 10 11 2 
116 50 44 18 60 60 120 5 18 8 6 8 ' 8 8 ' 
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cnma.. Pt~t Scores 
&.lbj~ta ~ r.A s:2 lti'a Eb'JHtifl s~ e w !2lll ~ &t es: rm em 
fl 49 49 24 58 S9 117 3 4 s 11 1 2 ' 6 7 
12 48 S4 14 S9 Sl 110 2 ' s ll 3 3 4 7 2 
13 so 48 2 60 S9 119 11 lS 4 4 3 8 6 2 1 
14 so S3 11 S2 54 106 3 13 2 19 2 l l l l 
IS 43 49 18 47 49 96 2 7 4 16 l 2 3 l l 
16 44 47 21 60 S8 118 0 7 l 12 l 4 l l 2 
17 46 49 13 19 56 75 0 24 7 lS l 2 3 0 2 
18 46 so 17 48 Sl 99 0 21 s 9 l 1 8 7 3 
19 48 56 17 60 S8 118 9 lS 13 16 2 2 s 8 4 
110 49 52 20 56 56 112 9 13 6 lS 3 2 4 7 6 
Ill so S4 23 60 S8 118 4 13 7 16 l 1 1 2 0 
112 so 58 19 58 52 110 6 11 4 11 l 0 l 2 1 
113 48 54 17 48 S2 100 4 9 3 13 1 4 ·• 7 3 
114 so 56 27 S4 47 101 3 11 1 13 0 0 2 ' 2 
115 45 52 18 so so 100 13 15 2 s 1 3 6 2 0 
116 43 4S 6 43 39 82 9 11 4 s 2 6 s 3 0 
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cnma. Fbst-Test scores 
SJQj~tfi a:s ca SD lti.IUli'.a :till ml lllB fat2 all alS Af.l:: :es: :CW EIN 
11 49 49 24 SS S9 117 3 4 s 11 l 2 4 6 7 
12 48 54 14 S9 Sl 110 2 4 s 11 3 3 4 7 2 
13 50 48 4 60 S9 119 11 15 4 4 3 8 6 2 l 
14 so 53 11 52 58 110 3 13 2 18 2 l l l l 
15 43 49 16 47 49 96 2 7 4 17 l 2 3 l l 
16 44 47 21 60 S8 118 0 7 l 12 l 4 l l 2 
t7 46 49 13 19 56 7S 0 24 7 lS l 2 3 0 2 
18 46 so 17 46 54 100 0 20 5 ' l l 8 7 3 19 so 60 16 60 58 118 ' 15 13 16 l l .. 8 • no 49 52 20 56 56 112 ' 13 6 lS 2 2 3 6 6 
tll 50 54 23 60 58 118 4 13 7 16 l l l 2 0 
112 50 58 19 58 52 110 6 11 4 11 l 0 l 2 l 
113 48 S4 17 48 52 100 5 10 3 14 l 4 .. 7 3 
114 50 56 27 54 47 101 4 11 l 14 0 0 2 4 2 
115 45 52 18 so 50 100 13 15 2 5 l 3 6 2 0 
116 43 45 6 43 39 82 10 11 .. s 2 6 s 3 0 
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CXlNTRX. Follow-up Test Scores 
M2j@ci:J; a:B r.e. S2 llilUlia Etm m s:m w llfll ms .w: l'..:I: m em 
11 49 49 24 58 S9 117 3 4 s 11 l 2 4 6 7 
12 48 54 14 59 Sl 110 2 4, s 11 3 3 4 7 2 
t3 so 48 2 60 59 119 11 15 ' 4 3 8 6 2 1 
t4 so 53 11 52 S4 106 3 13 2 19 2 1 1 l l 
15 43 49 18 47 49 96 2 7 4 16 1 2 3 1 1 
16 44 47 21 60 58 118 0 7 1 12 l 4 l 1 2 
17 '6 49 13 19 56 75 0 24 7 15 l 2 3 0 2 
18 '6 so 17 48 51 99 0 21 s 9 l l 8 7 3 
19 48 56 17 60 58 118 9 15 13 16 2 2 5 8 ' 
110 49 52 20 56 56 112 9 13 6 lS 3 2 4 7 6 
Ill so 54 23 60 58 118 4 13 7 16 l l l 2 0 
112 so S8 19 58 52 110 6 11 ., 11 l 0 l 2 l 
113 48 54 17 '8 52 100 4 9 3 13 l 4 4 7 3 
114 so 56 'Z7 54 " 101 3 11 l 13 0 0 2 4 2 
115 45 52 18 so so 100 13 15 2 5 1 3 6 2 0 
tl6 43 45 6 43 39 82 ' 11 4 5 2 6 5 3 0 
